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This thesis is concerned with the numerical solution of the Wiener-Hopf 
integral equation u(x) -  J~K(x-t)u(t)dt = /(* ), where tc(x) has a logarithmic 
singularity at x=0, and decays exponentially or polynomially as \x\ —» °o. An 
approximate solution un is defined by introducing a mesh n„  on [0,<»]> and then 
approximating the truncated integral operator ic(x-t)u(t)dt  (where p{n) is 
some mesh point) by using a composite m-point quadrature rule. Because of the 
weak singularity in k, product integration is employed near t=x. We call our 
numerical method the "Nystrom-Product Integration" method.
In Chapter 1 we discuss some practical applications of the Wiener-Hopf equa­
tion, and we describe in detail the Nystrom-Product Integration method based on 
an interpolation process and an associated quadrature rule defined on R+.
In Chapter 2 we investigate the convergence of the interpolation process and 
the quadrature rule for functions which are smooth on (0,«») and which exhibit 
certain types of behaviour as x —>0 and as x —>«>. We show that if IIn is suitably 
chosen then it is possible, in many cases, to obtain the same orders of convergence 
that occur for smooth functions on finite intervals.
In Chapter 3 we present regularity results for the solution, m, under detailed 
assumptions on k  and / .
In Chapter 4 we provide a complete convergence analysis for u-un using 
specific meshes n„ introduced in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 5 we solve two important examples of Wiener-Hopf equations 
arising in Radiative Transfer and provide numerical results.
At the end of the thesis there are two appendices which contain some techni­
cal proofs of results that are required in Chapters 3 and 4.
The description of the Nystrom-Product Integration method, together with the 
analysis of the method for the case when k  decays exponentially at ®°, has been 
published in [22].
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE WIENER-HOPF EQUATION
In this thesis we will be concerned with the analysis and numerical solution 
of Wiener-Hopf equations of the form
where the kernel, k, and right hand side, / ,  are given, and w: R+ —> C is the 
unknown solution. With K denoting the integral operator, we abbreviate (1.1) as
Such equations occur in a variety of applications. They arise as reformula­
tions of the linear Transport Equation [3], when it is used to model the transfer of 
radiation in an homogeneous stellar atmosphere with infinite slab geometry, and 
also classically in radiative equilibrium [24] and radiative transfer [16]. Applica­
tions also arise in other fields, for example, in the refraction of plane electromag­
netic waves [26], in the electromagnetic coastal effect [42], in traffic noise simula­
tion [13], in crack problems in linear elasticity, and in general boundary integral 
methods [11]. In the last two examples, the equation of interest is not directly of 
the form (1.1), but may be reduced to (1.1) by an appropriate transformation.
We will now describe some of these examples more fully.
Example 1. The Transport Equation For Coherent Scattering
Consider the linear Transport Equation
( 1. 1)
u -  K u -  f .
/z -f-/(x ,^ ) -  /(* ,//)  = -S(x)  , - 1 < ^ < 1 , (1.2)
where
- 2 -
which arises in the modelling of both neutron and radiative transfer. In the astro- 
physical examples of radiative transfer, (see, for example, [8, 25]), /  is the specific 
intensity of radiation at an optical depth, x , from the boundary of the medium, in a 
direction making an angle 6= cos '1 (i with the normal to the boundary, e is the 
probability that a photon is lost in a single scattering, and B eC  (the space of con­
tinuous functions on R+ with a limit at infinity) is the Planck Function (see [1]). 
S(x) is known as the "source function" and describes the internal radiation field. 
Note that, in the case of coherent scattering, the intensity is independent of the fre­
quency of radiation. In Chapter 5 we investigate the case when the region being 
modelled is an infinite slab, 0<;t<©°. We assume that there is no radiation 
incident on the boundary of the slab, and that /  does not grow exponentially at 
infinity, i.e. 7(0,/z)=0 for all /z<0 and e~axI(x, f i )-^0  as x —»«>, for all /z>0 and 
a>0. In many astrophysical examples, the quantity of interest is S(x) rather than 
I (x tfj.) ([8, pg.295], [25, pg.56]), and in Chapter 5 we show how to reformulate
(1.2) as an integral equation of the form (1.1) for u(x)=S(x) with
fc(x) = l - £ £ i(W ) =
1 ~£ \ le 1*1/^— dp , (1.3)JO p
and
f{x)  = eB(x) ,
where El is the first exponential integral, (see [1, (5.1.1)]). We show that there 
exists a unique solution, SeC,  to the integral equation problem, and hence a 
unique solution, /, to (1.2). We also demonstrate numerical solutions for (1.1) for 
this case.
Example 2. The Transport Equation For Non-Coherent Scattering
Example 1 considers the case of the Transport Equation in which I  is fre­
quency independent. In this example we consider the Transport Equation for non­
coherent scattering, in which I  is frequency dependent, but the source function is 
still frequency independent. In this case, the Transport Equation is given by
- 3 -
/ / — /(*,/*,$) -  <p(s)I(x,ii,s) = -(p(s)S(x) ,  - 1< / /< 1, (1.4)
for some positive profile q> with
r * = !•oo
where s is a suitable measure of the frequency, and where this time the source 
function is given by
In Chapter 5 we investigate the case when the region being modelled is an infinite 
slab, and the boundary conditions are /(0,/z,5)=0 for fi<0 and for all s, and 
e -oa7(jt,//,$ )—»() as x —><», for all fi>0, a >0 and for all s.
We will show how to reformulate (1.4) as an integral equation of the form
(1.1) for u(x)=S(x) with
To be consistent with the notation in the literature (see for example [8]), we let
Now the form of <p(s) depends on the type of non-coherent scattering that is 
present. In [8], Doppler and impact broadening are discussed, as well as their com­
bined effect. The respective profiles are
*■(*)= \~ jp 2(s)Ex{\x\(p(s))ds , (1.5)
and
f(x)=eB(x)  .
*!<*) = C . . (1.6)





where a is the ratio of collision to Doppler widths (see [8]).
In Chapter 5 we will be interested in the case when Doppler broadening is 
dominant. We show that, in this case, there is a unique solution, SeC,  to the 
integral equation problem, and hence a unique solution, /, to (1.4). For this case, 
we also solve (1.1) numerically and give the results in Chapter 5.
Example 3. Electromagnetic Wave Refraction
In the study of the refraction of plane electromagnetic waves, Grinberg and Fok 
[23], (see also Ivanov [26]), obtained the integral equation (1.1) with
In Chapter 5 we present a more detailed analysis of (1.1) for this example.
The theory of Wiener-Hopf equations is discussed extensively in Krien [29]. 
In this thesis we shall be concerned with the analysis and numerical solution of
(1.1). Atkinson [6], Sloan and Spence [40], and Chandler and Graham [12], have 
tackled this problem, each from slightly different points of view. The fundamental 
paper on the numerical solution of (1.1) is Atkinson [6]. In the most recent of 
these papers [12], the authors provide an analysis of a composite Nystrom (quadra­
ture) method for (1.1) for the case when k ( x )  is smooth, and decaying sufficiently 
fast as |jc|— The Nystrom method essentially consists of approximating the 
integral term, Ku, in (1.1) by a quadrature rule and then setting the arbitrary point 
x  (in the approximate equation) equal to each quadrature point in turn, (i.e colloca­
tion at the quadrature points), thus yielding a linear system for the values of u at 
the quadrature points. Quadrature methods for integral equations of the second
(1.9)
and
f i x )  = e~x .
- 5 -
kind over infinite intervals are discussed in [39] and [18]. In [5] numerical 
approximation schemes of quadrature type are investigated for (1.1) in the case 
where k  is bounded and uniformly continuous.
Sloan and Spence [40] have analysed a piecewise constant collocation method 
for (1.1). This method was proposed (but not analysed) by Finn and Jefferies [16] 
for the solution of a class of integral equations arising in astrophysics. Note that 
the integral equation reformulation of the Transport Equation (1.4), with kernel 
given by (1.5), arises in the astrophysical examples of Finn and Jefferies.
In many practical examples of (1.1), the kernel is not smooth. In fact, the 
kernels given by (1.3), (1.5) (with <p given by (1.7a), (1.7b) and (1.7c)) and (1.9), 
arising in Examples 1 to 3 above, have a logarithmic singularity at the origin. The 
main purpose of this thesis is to propose and analyse a numerical method for the
solution of (1.1) which will cover a number of these important practical examples.
To introduce our numerical method (§1.4.2) we need to make some simple 
assumptions on (1.1). The analysis (Chapter 4) will be carried out under more 
detailed assumptions given in Chapter 3. So, suppose that k is integrable on R, 
continuous on R\{0] and has a logarithmic singularity at x=0. More explicitly, 
assume
k ( x )  = a(x)b(x), (1.10)
where the factor a(x) is smooth but may be complicated. The factor b(x) will be 
assumed to have the form
b(x) = log(|* |) + c (M ) ,  (1.11)
where c is smooth and sufficiently simple so that certain integrals involving b(x) 
are known analytically in |jc|<£ for some 8 (see (1.27) below). Suppose also that 
/e C , and that (1.1) has a unique solution ueC for every right hand side /eC . 
Finally, assume that w(°°) = /(«>) = 0. This assumption yields no loss of general­
ity, since, if necessary, (1.1) can always be arranged to have this property (see 
Chapter 3, Remark 1).
- 6 -
Since we are allowing a weak singularity in the kernel, we cannot use the 
Nystrom method on R+. Now the standard way to deal with weakly singular 
integral equations defined on a finite interval is to use product integration which is 
discussed in Atkinson [7], Chandler [10] and Schneider [37]. Product integration 
treats the weakly singular factor in the kernel exactly, and approximates only the 
smooth part of the integrand by a suitable Lagrange interpolation polynomial, (see 
§1.4.1).
Monegato and Colombo [30] describe a product integration method for the 
discretisation of a linear Transport Equation, where the geometry considered is a 
multilayered system composed of a finite number of homogeneous slabs, infinite in 
both the y and z directions, but of finite extent in the x  direction. This yields 
integral equations on a finite interval, and so their results are closely related to [7],
[10] and [37].
The numerical method that we propose for the solution of (1.1) is a hybrid 
method consisting of a composite Nystrom method away from the singularity in 
the kernel, and product integration techniques in a region containing the singular­
ity. Thus, we call our numerical method the "Nystrom-Product Integration" 
method. The Nystrom-Product Integration method for (1.1) has not previously 
been analysed, although Atkinson [7] and Thomas [41] have implemented a similar 
procedure for a simpler class of equations defined on a finite interval. However, 
the efficient handling of the infinite interval turns out to be a delicate issue and is 
one of the main points of the thesis.
The plan of the thesis then, is as follows: In §1.2 and §1.3 we review briefly 
some background material. In §1.4.1 we define an interpolation process and an 
associated quadrature rule for functions v e C n L 1 (where L 1 is the space of 
Lebesgue integrable functions on R+), on a mesh n ^ iO ^ o ^ < ...< * „ = °° . Then 
in §1.4.2 we describe in detail the Nystrom-Product Integration method for the 
solution of (1.1), based on the interpolation process and associated quadrature rule 
introduced in §1.4.1.
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In Chapter 2 we investigate the convergence of the interpolation process and 
quadrature rule described in §1.4.1, for functions v e C n L 1 which are smooth on 
and which exhibit certain types of behaviour as x —>0 and as We
show that if ITn is suitably chosen then it is possible, in many cases, to obtain the 
same orders of convergence that occur for smooth functions on finite intervals. The 
results of Chapter 2 constitute a considerable advance in the theory of interpolation 
and numerical integration on R+. The technical results of Chapter 2 will be used 
in the analysis of our numerical method for (1.1) (see Chapter 4).
In Chapter 3 we present regularity results for the solution, m, of (1.1) under 
detailed assumptions on k and / .  These assumptions can be easily verified for a 
number of important practical examples (see Chapter 5). The regularity results 
obtained in Chapter 3 are needed in order to analyse properly the rate of conver­
gence of our numerical method. The analysis of Chapter 2 will cover the conver­
gence of the interpolation process and quadrature rule for u under the assumptions 
of Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4 we use the regularity results of Chapter 3 and the technical 
results of Chapter 2 to provide a convergence analysis for u-u n in the space C (un 
is the Nystrom-Product Integration approximation to m, see (1.29) below), using 
specific meshes II„. Our analysis will cover the integral equations arising in
Examples 1 to 3 above (see Chapter 5).
In Chapter 5 we implement our numerical method on a particular test exam­
ple for which the solution is known, and we provide numerical results for this 
example. We give the details of the reformulations of the Transport Equations, in
Examples 1 and 2 above, as integral equations of the form (1.1) for the source
function, S(x). We discuss the practical implementation of the Nystrom-Product 
Integration method for these examples and we present numerical results. Finally, 
we discuss the relevance of the results of this thesis to Example 3 above.
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1.2 THE EMBEDDING METHOD
The embedding method is a method of transforming integral equations into 
initial value problems (or Cauchy systems). This approach is discussed extensively 
by Kagiwada and Kalaba [28] for a variety of cases. In particular, they derive an 
initial value problem from an integral equation of radiative transfer, first physically 
and then analytically, and present numerical results for the source function and cer­
tain auxiliary functions of physical interest. They also discuss the embedding 
method for solving integral equations with general displacement kernels. As an 
example, consider the system of integral equations :
J(x,f i)  = + r K ( \x - t \ ) J ( t ,n )d t  , jcsR+, 0 < ^ 1 ,  (1.12)
where K  is a symmetric nxn  matrix given by
K(x) = , x>0 , (1.13)
and W is a symmetric nxn  matrix, I  is the unit nxn  matrix and / ,  the solution to 
be found, is an nxn  matrix. Further assume
K(oo) = / ( oo>/Z) = 0 , 0</z<l .
(1.12) arises in several branches of physics including optimal filtering and astro­
physics. In fact, when // in (1.12) is constant and n= 1, (1.12) reduces to an equa­
tion of the form (1.1) with k ( x ) = K ( \ x \ ) .  In this case, the kernel (1.3) of Example 
1 above is of the form (1.13). Kagiwada and Kalaba show that (1.12) is 
equivalent to the following Cauchy system
Jx{x,fi) =  - i i ~ 1J ( x , l i )  +  ^J(x,i i ')W(Li ')di i ' \H{n), x>0,
where
/ / ( / / ) = / ( 0 , / / )  , 0</z<l,
and H( f i ) satisfies the non-linear equation
H(f i )  = /  + , 0<;/i<l./Z T //
(Note Jx denotes differentiation with respect to jc, and superscript T  denotes
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transposition). The disadvantage of solving (1.12) (and certain other integral equa­
tions) using the embedding approach is that, in order to solve the initial value 
problem, it is necessary to solve a non-linear equation, which may prove quite dif­
ficult in practice. In general though, for many integral equations, certain func­
tionals of the solution often have important physical significance, and the embed­
ding approach can provide a simple algebraic means of determining these function­
als. However, if the quantities of interest can be obtained directly from the solu­
tion of the integral equation, then the Nystrom-Product Integration method may be 
used efficiently. The embedding approach provides different techniques for solv­
ing integral equations, and so is of considerable comparative interest.
1.3 THE DISCRETE ORDINATES METHOD
The numerical solution of the Transport Equation using the Discrete ordinates 
method is widely discussed in the literature. In particular, a full account of this 
method for solving (1.2) and (1.4) is given in Chandrasekhar [14] and Hummer 
and Rybicki [25], respectively. Neither contains a complete error analysis.
As an illustration of the method, we describe a discrete ordinates method for 
the solution of (1.2) when the region being modelled is a finite slab of unit 
thickness, and there is no radiation incident on the boundaries. In this case the 
Transport Equation is given by
dX
1 — £ J 1 I (x tTj)drj = -eB(x),  0<x:<1 , — 1 <//< 1,
(1.14)
with
7(0,^ )=0 for /z<0, 7(1,//)=0 for/z>0,
(see, for example Pitkaranta and Scott [32] and Anselone [3]). The Discrete ordi­
nates method essentially consists of introducing a quadrature rule on [-1,1],
r i  nI M n)dn .  = £  .
1*1 = 1
- 10 -
and then replacing (1.14) by the system
^  ~ I j ( x )  +
1 — £ j r  W khW  = -£#(■*) > 0<x<l, \j\ = l, . . . ,n  ,
|*|=1
(1.15)
/y(0)=0 for fij<0, 7y(l)=0 for Hj>0,
where Ij(x) approximates I (x tfij). The system of o.d.e.’s, (1.15), is called the 
semi-discrete approximation to (1.14). Upon further approximating (1.15) by vari­
ous methods for systems of o.d.e.’s, a fully discrete system for solving (1.14) is 
obtained. This yields an approximation Sn(x) to S(x) for all jc, using
SnW  =
l - € Z  WkhW + eB(x).
|*|=i
Recall that
S{x) = l - e
Anselone [3] only proves the convergence of the semi-discrete approximation 
to (1.14). However, Pitkaranta and Scott [32] give a complete error analysis for 
both the semi-discrete and the fully-discrete approximation of (1.14). They also 
provide stability criteria for the combined spatial and angular approximation for 
particular quadrature rules and spatial differencing schemes. (Related results, for 
the 2-D Transport Equation with finite geometry, may be found in [27]). In a sub­
sequent paper by Pitkaranta [31], he studies the convergence of a family of projec­
tion schemes for solving the discrete-ordinate Transport equation. He assumes a 
fixed angular discretisation and gives special attention to quantities of physical 
interest.
The Discrete ordinates method for (1.4) in the case when Doppler scattering 
is dominant is discussed in [25]. In this case, it turns out that the Discrete ordi­
nates solution of (1.4) has the incorrect functional form asymptotically and the 
incorrect finite slope at the origin, and it represents S(x) closely only over a finite
-11 -
interval. It seems therefore, that in this case at least, the Transport Equation can be 
more effectively solved using the integral equation reformulation for S(x). In gen­
eral, it certainly seems that when the geometry of the problem is simple, our 
numerical method can be used to solve the integral equation reformulation of the 
Transport Equation. If, on the other hand, the geometry is more complicated, then 
the Discrete ordinates method is more favourable.
1.4 THE NYSTROM-PRODUCT INTEGRATION METHOD
1.4.1 PRELIMINARIES
We first ueseribe an interpolation process and an associated quadrature rule 
for functions veC [0 ,l] (the space of functions which are continuous on [0,1]). 
To this end, choose m points, 0<£1<£2<---<£m-l> *n [0,1], and let Pv be the 
Lagrange polynomial of order m which interpolates v at fj, y=l,...,m . That is
m
Pv(x) = 2>($)L,-(jO ,
;=i
where
m ( X - £ k)*?(*) = n 71—77 • j = i ...m -
Standard results show that if VGCm[0 ,l ]  (the space of functions which have m 
continuous derivatives on [0,1]) then for each ; te [0 ,l] ,  a number g(x) in [0,1] 
exists with
D mv(£(x)) ML. V(I) = Pv(x) + U v(S(x» Y l (jc-g.) , (1.16)
m '■ i =  1 1
(see, for example, [9]), where the second term on the right hand side of (1.16) is 
known as the truncation error. Then, to approximate
\ \ { x ) d x  ,
- 12 -
we integrate Pv(x)  and the truncation error over [0,1] to obtain the quadrature for­
mula
<•1 ,i ™ 1 .i mJQ v(x)dx  =  Jfl 2 v(Zj)Lj(x)dx +  —y l o D mv(4(x)) f [ (x -Zj)dx
j=l m- j=l
= + ^ ^ D mv(S(x))f[(x-4j)dx  , (1.17)
where Wj are the weights of the quadrature formula given by
w j -  f*Lj(x)dx , y= l,...,m  . (1.18)
We now define an associated quadrature rule on [0,1] by
jS cx ld*  = 'ZlWjV(£j) . (1.19)
i= l
The error in this quadrature rule is given by the second term on the right hand side 
of (1.17). If this error term vanishes for polynomials of degree R - 1, we say that 
the quadrature rule is of order R, where m<R<2m. For example, R=2 for the 
Trapezoidal rule (m=2, £i=0, ^2 = 1)> an^ ^=4 for Simpson’s rule 
(m=3, £1=0 f fe= l, fe = l).
We can now define an interpolation process and an associated quadrature rule 
for functions v e C n L 1. So for «eN, introduce a mesh, n n :0=Xo<Xi<*“ <*n=00> 
on R+. For z = l s e t  /,=(*,•_j ,jc,-) and define v,- by v,=v on /,• and v,=0 on 
R+\ /,-.
Recall the m points, chosen above. Shift them linearly
to each [*,_! ,jq], (i = l 1) by the formula
xij = * i-1 + £A‘ . y = 1,... ,/w ,
where hi =Xi —jct*_ t .
Now define Pnv on each Lt for z= l,...,w -l, to be the Lagrange polynomial of 
order m which interpolates vt- at for y= 1,... ,m, and set Pnv=0 on /„. That is
- 13 -






^ « V «  =  o  •
Finally extend P„v to all of R+ by requiring that Pnv be right continuous at each 
xit i = l 1.
We now define an associated quadrature rule on each /,-, by
r rJr ^ ~  J , Pn^ ~ ^dWjV{.Xij)h'l ,
lt j= 1
( 1.21)
where wy- are the weights of the quadrature rule, (1.19), on [0,1], with points 
£j, y=l,...,m . Note that this rule integrates exactly functions which reduce to 
polynomials of order R on each /,-, /= 1  ,/i— 1.
Thus, a perfectly well defined composite quadrature rule on R+ is given by
Jo"v = Jo> "v = ■ (1-22)
However, for the purposes of the analysis of our numerical method (Chapter 4), it 
will be necessary to allow a greater generality in the choice of cut-off point in 
(1.22). So for some n>i*> 1 (to be chosen), we define a composite quadrature rule 
on R+ by first introducing the approximation
f X n - i  *
V =  v  .
0 Jo
Then we approximate the right hand integral by
rV;.
and overall this yields
Jo v =  Jo P »v '
J“ v = X  Wjv(xv)hi ,
(1.23)
(1.24)
where the sum is over /= ! , . . . ,a- i *, andy=l,...,m .
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1.4.2 THE NYSTROM-PRODUCT INTEGRATION METHOD
We shall approximate the integral term, Ku(x)t of (1.1) by a process similar 
to that in (1.24), except that, for t close to jc ,  we shall employ a product integration 
technique, based on the singular expansion (1.10), (1.11). Accordingly for each 
jteR+, 1 <i*<n, we divide [ 0 , into two subregions, one "singular region" 
which may contain jc , and the other region excluding x. It will be numerically con­
venient if the boundaries between these regions are mesh points.
So, suppose we have chosen some minimum radius <5>0 for our singular 
region. Then define
/  = max*s 1 < i < n- i*  : x - x t_i > 8 k
if this maximum exists. Otherwise set
7 = 1 .
Similarly define
/  = mins 1 < i < n- i*  : X[ -  x > 8 k
if this minimum exists, and otherwise set
I = n-i*.





Kimu(x) = jo' "  K(x-t)u(t)dt
= L n w 'r(j:_r)“ (r)*  + JQra(x)*'(JC- f)“ (*)*
:= Kj»u(x) + K fM x ) ,  (1.25)
say. Now approximate (and hence K) by
W.,n := W in  + W i n ,  (1.26)
where
Kjl\n u(x) = JQ[1]w ^>(x-t)Pn(a(x- ' )u(-))( t^dt  (1.27)
and
*,'?.„(*) = \ ^ M Pn{ K ( x - ) u ( - W ) d t  • (1.28)
We assume that the factorisation (1.10), (1.11) is such that the integral Kjj2tn u(x) 
in (1.27) may be found analytically. Now we define the Nystrom-Product Integra­
tion approximation un to u by replacing K in (1.1) by K ^ n. That is, un satisfies
the approximate equation
u„ -  Ki+ n un = / .  (1.29)
The unknowns in the function K^ n un are the values of un at the quadrature
points, x;j, for all i’= 1 ,...,/i-i* , y=l,...,m . Hence collocation of (1.29) at the
quadrature points, i.e.
un(xki) -  Ki*,nun(*ki) = /(**/)> k=l /= l,...,m  , (1.30)
yields a linear system of the form
(/-/>) u = f ,  (1.31)
where
u = [un(Xij) : z ' = l , y = l , . . . , m }  
f  = ifixij) : y= 1,... ,ra},
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where P is an order (n - i* )xm  matrix and I  is the identity matrix of order 
(n—i*)m .
In implementing (1.31), the elements of u must be ordered in a convenient 
fashion. Here we assume they are ordered as
(Mll m21
and that the rows and columns of P are ordered analogously. Then for 
k=l  /= l,...,m , the row of P corresponding to collocation of (1.29) at
Xu consists of the coefficients of un{xij) in Ki^ nun(xu) (correctly ordered), for 
1 = 1 , . j= l  ,...,m.
Consider, as an illustration, the calculation of P in the simple case where the 
underlying quadrature rule is the midpoint rule. Then m= 1, ^  =£ »Wi = l, and 
there is one quadrature point in each /,-, which we denote by xtl = xt_i + ©/*,-. 
Then, for each k
= Z  f, a(xt i - x n )«B(jtn )
i£GI2|(^u)
Let Pjti.il denote the coefficient of un(xjj) in this expression. Then, if i'eQ (x*i)
Pw.ii = ( /;* (* « -OdfJaUu-JCi!), (1.32)
and if i eQ m(xki)
Pm ,.i = *i*(-*M-*ii)- (1-33)
Thus setting up (1.31), in this case, requires the calculation of (1.32), (1.33) and 
the assembly of P according to the appropriate ordering.
For higher order quadrature rules a similar but more involved procedure will 
be carried out. Once all the un(xij) have been found, K^ nun(x) is known for all 
jteR+, and hence un(x) is also known for all ;teR+, via (1.29).
- 17 -
Now return to (1.1) and its approximation (1.29). Provided (/ -  K ^ n) 1 
exists then
« - « „  = ( / -  KUiny l (K -  K i . ' j a  -  k t  7
= ( /  -  K ^ nr \ K  -  Kit n)u . (1.34)
In Chapter 4 we give a convergence analysis for u -  un in the space C  under cer­
tain assumptions (given in Chapter 3). This will consist of two parts. We first 
prove a stability result which gives a bound on ||( / -  1| 00. We then prove
consistency results which show the order of convergence of ||(Af -  K^ n)u\\M as 
The convergence analysis will be carried out using specific meshes of the 
type studied in Chapter 2.
The Nystrom-Product Integration method introduced above is particularly use­
ful for solving several practical examples of (1.1), including Examples 1 to 3 
above (see Chapter 5). As described above, results related to the analysis of our 
method may be found in the literature. In some sense, our analysis will generalise 
the results of Atkinson [7], Chandler [10], Schneider [37], Sloan and Spence [40] 





In Chapter 1, §1.4.1 we introduced the interpolation operator, Pn, of order m, 
on a mesh n n :0=jto<*i<...<*„=«>, (see (1.20)), and the associated quadrature 
rule of order R, (see (1.24)), for functions v e C n L 1. In this Chapter we investi­
gate the convergence of the interpolation process and quadrature rule for functions 
v:R+—»C, which are smooth on (0,«>) and which exhibit certain types of 
behaviour as x — and as x —>0. For the convergence analysis of this Chapter, we 
will take i* = 1 ... .,1.23). There is no loss in generality in choosing **=1 since the 
analysis for /*>1 follows analogously. However, for the analysis of our numerical 
method for (1.1), we will allow greater generality in the choice of i* (see Chapter 
4). Our objective in this Chapter is to show that, provided ITn is suitably chosen, 
it is possible to obtain the same orders of convergence for interpolation and qua­
drature of poorly behaved functions on R+ that occur for smooth functions on fin­
ite intervals. In order to show this we require the next two propositions which are 
necessary technical preliminaries.
Notation
For any v:R —» C, and any /  Q R define
I M L ,7  =  sup |v ( .x ) | ,  l |v | | lty = J | v | .
xeJ  j
When /  = R+ we abbreviate these by ||v ||^ , ||v|| j. Let D denote differentiation. 
Proposition 2.1
Let veC  and let IIn be any mesh.
(i) There exists a constant C independent of n,i and v, such that for all 1 <i<n,
ll^v ,IU <  cflv;|L .
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(ii) For all 1 <l<m, if IK^Millo* <°°>there exists a constant C independent of n j
and v, such that for \<i<n-\ ,
lltf-O v.-ILs CA/l(D'v)ilL •
Proof
(i) For i=n the result follows trivially since Pnvn=0 by definition. For \<i<n-\  
we have
|/>„v,|L = m ax
xeli £7=1
n
( X - X u t )
t=l (Xij-Xit)
v(Xij)
Now note that if xe[xi_i then for some £e[0,l] we have
x - x ik= (jcf_i +£hi) - (x i_1+ekhi)
Also note that
and thus it follows that
I ^ max y n ! ( « * )
“ i i «>-{*) i
I v, ||
 ^ c lk IL  .
as required.
(ii) If ^  is the Taylor polynomial for v of degree / - I  about xit then (PnY)i=¥r  
Hence, (i) above and Taylor’s Theorem give
||(/-/>„)v,|L= IK z-^ C v -^ IL sc lK v -^ -IL s ca/IKd M.-IL • □
Remarks
(i) Proposition 2.1(i) shows that || Pn || ^ is uniformly bounded. For the rest of this
- 2 0 -
thesis we will use this result without explicit reference to Proposition 2.1(i).
(ii) The case of Proposition 2.1(ii) that we will be most interested in, is that in
which l-m.  In this case, if ||(£>mv)t || <*,<©<> then for l< i<n-l  we have
||(/-/>„)V j I I C h rU D mv)i\\„ . (2.1)
(iii) Note that by definition we have
||( / -P n)v J |00= | |v J |00 . (2.2)
Proposition 2.2
Let veC  and let Tln be any mesh. For all 1 <1<R, if || (Z)/v)i-1| l <oot there exists a 
constant C independent of n j  and v, such that for \<i<n-l ,
| \I:( I -Pn)v I SCA/lkD'v);!!, .
Proof
Let y/ be the Taylor polynomial for v of degree / - I  about xt. Then by Taylor’s 
Theorem with integral remainder we have
ll(v -^ ); |L ^  CA/-1! (Z>/v)i || 1 ,
and hence
IlCv-vOilliS ai/||(£> 'v);|li •
Thus, as the quadrature rule is exact for polynomials of degree / - l ,  it follows, 
using (1.21), that
I \ , V - Pn)V I = I J/(V ~'Zl WjV(xij)hi |
= I //.(v-VO -  S  Wj(v-yr)(xg)hi \
<! C [ 1 | (Dlv \ | |  j + h j - 'h iZ \w j \  IKD 'v),!,] .
j
and the result follows. □
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Remarks
(i) The case of Proposition 2.2 that we will be most interested in, is that in which 
l=R. In this case, if || (D Rv)t || j < 0 0  then for l< /'< n -l we have
To motivate the new results that are proved in this Chapter, consider the 
analogue of the interpolation operator (1 .2 0 ), and the associated quadrature rule 
(1.24), for functions v e C [0 ,l] .  If II 'n : 0 =*()<*! <...<*„ = 1 is any mesh on [0,1], 
then Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 hold for all //C [0 ,1 ], Now suppose that 
I I 'n is the uniform mesh. If v e C m[0 ,l] then for all 1 <i<n, ||(7>mv), ||00<oo, and 
h-n= 0(l/nm). Then (2.1) shows that
Similarly, if v e C R[0 , 1 ] then for all 1 <i<n, || (Z^^v), || jCoo, and hR- 0 ( l / n R), and 
then (2.3) shows that
In fact, saturation results in [34] show that if there exists a mesh such that the 
interpolation error is o(\/nm) as «—>«», then v is a polynomial of order m. Thus, 
we call 0(1/nm) convergence optimal for the interpolation process. Now even if 
v£ C m[0,l], it is still possible, in many cases, to achieve optimal interpolation 
results. To see this consider (2.1). If we could grade the mesh so that hi is small 
enough when ||(Z)mv) , | | 00 is large, so that for each /,-, /= 1 ,...,« , the error, given 
by (2 .1 ), is of 0(1/n m\  then we have regained the optimal results for uniform 
meshes when v e C m[0,l], (see for example [33], [37]). What we are effectively
(2.3)
(ii) Note that by definition we have
(2.4)
\ J0' ( / - P n)v I S C H(D*v)ili = o
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doing is placing more mesh points in regions where v is "badly" behaved. By a 
similar reasoning, 0 ( l /n R) convergence may be possible for the quadrature even if 
v£C*[0,l]. From now on we will call 0 ( l /n R) convergence for the quadrature 
rule optimal.
For functions v e C n L 1, a similar, but a considerably more involved pro­
cedure, is required to obtain optimal orders of convergence for the interpolation 
process (1.20) and the quadrature rule (1.24). This is because approximation tech­
niques over the whole of R+ are required and the problem of regaining optimal 
convergence results becomes much more difficult. However, in this Chapter we 
show that for certain functions v e C n L 1, categorised in the next section, we can 
also achieve 0 ( l /n m) convergence for the interpolation process and 0 ( l /n R) con­
vergence for the quadrature rule, provided II„ (still a mesh with n subintervals, but 
now over R+) is suitably chosen. The results of this Chapter will be very impor­
tant in the analysis of our numerical method for (1 .1 ), and are indeed a consider­
able advance in the theory of interpolation and numerical integration over infinite 
intervals.
Throughout this Chapter we illustrate some of our theoretical results by 
numerical experiment. So, for k,Ne.N we let eN be some measure of the interpola­
tion or quadrature error, on a mesh with n<kN subintervals. Then, when we wish 
to demonstrate that eN= 0(l/nx) for some AeR+, we estimate the order of conver­
gence by
log(^/^ 2 A^)EOC = ■ -  • ~ (2.5)log2
Note that when k=l and n=N, we let eN=en.
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2.2 FUNCTION SPACES
In this section we define certain spaces of functions in which the convergence 
analysis will be carried out.
Let le N, //>0 and 0</?</. For any v:R+—»C define
UP= max-. sup |v(jc)|, sup \x lj fi]Djv(x)\t y = l / [ ,X€[0 ,1] JC€[0 ,1]
where
U-p]  =1 j - p  if j>p  0  if j<p
Remarks
(i) If || vI| /tp<°° then v has / continuous derivatives on (0,1].
(ii) If ||v ||/f/J<°o for 0</?<l, then v is continuous on [0,1] and Dh(x)=0(xP~i) 
as x —>0, y= l,...,/. That is v(x) "behaves like" x& as x —>0.
(iii) If ||v|| for 1 </?</, then for j<fi, D h (x )  is continuous on [0,1] . For
l>j>P, Div{x)=0(xP~i) as x -» 0 .
(iv) If ||v||/ /<<*> then v has / continuous derivatives on [0,1].
THE EXPONENTIAL CASE 
For any v:R+—>C define
||v :e-/i* ||/= maxj sup \e ^D jv (x ) \ , y=0 ,...,/I *e[l,oo)
If || v:e-/z*|| /<©o then v has / continuous derivatives on [1,°°) and 
£Mv(jc)=0(e-/iX) as x —>©o, y=0,...,/. That is v "behaves like" e ~ ^  as x —><».
Now set
max] ||v ||,^  ,
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Definition
Let C^gfe- ^ ]  denote the space of all functions v:R+ —»C which have / continuous 
derivatives on (0 ,«») and for which ||v:e-/iX||/tp<°°.
THE POLYNOMIAL CASE
For any function v:R+—»C define
|v:x  ^ ||/ = max. sup |x^ZVv(x)|, y=0 ,...,/xe[l,<*>)
If || ||/<°o then v has / continuous derivatives on [1,«>) and D^v(x)=0(x~^)
asx->«>, y=0 ,...,/.
Now set
v.x  /‘ ||/,/J= max-j | v | w  , ||v:x '1 ,
Definition
' l r -Let Cp[x  denote the space of all functions v:R+—>C which have / continuous 
derivatives on (0 ,°°) and for which || v:x~M \\itp<°°.
Functions in Cp[e~fa'\ and C p [ x ~ have quite complex behaviour on R+, 
but cover a wide variety of cases which might arise in practice. We will investi­
gate the convergence of the interpolation process, (1 .2 0 ), and the associated qua­
drature rule, (1.24), for functions in these spaces. These results will be of direct 
relevance to the solution of (1.1) because in Chapter 3 it will be shown that the 
solution, m, of (1 . 1 ) will lie in some one of the spaces or C lp [ x ~ ] for
some /eN, // or / / ' > 0  and for all 0 </?<l, when certain assumptions on k  and /  
are satisfied. The technical results of this Chapter will be used in the convergence 
analysis (Chapter 4) of the Nystrom-Product Integration method which was intro­
duced in Chapter 1 §1.4.2.
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2.3 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR INTERPOLATION
In this section we investigate the convergence of the interpolation process, 
(1.20), for functions v:R+—»C which lie in the spaces defined in §2.2. We will 
restrict the convergence analysis for interpolation to the cases 0 </?<l (unless 
explicitly stated otherwise). Thus we will be treating the worst singularities in 
v(x) as x —>0. The analysis for 1 <p<l could be carried out using similar methods. 
We define specific meshes and we consider the interpolation error in each 
/,-, a, (recall (2 .1 ) and (2 .2 )).
For the rest of this Chapter let C be a generic constant independent of ft,i, 
and v.
2.3.1 THE EXPONENTIAL CASE
The convergence analysis for functions veCp[e~M*] for 0<p<l is very techn­
ical and so, in order to motivate the analysis for functions in this class, we first 
consider functions veC /[e-/iX] for which the analysis is technically easier.
Note that if veC /[e“^ ]  then v has / continuous derivatives on (0,«>) and
IIv||/./= maxJ sup \D h(x)\, j=0 ,...,/ l<  °o , lxe[0 ,l] J
(that is v{x) has no singularity at *=0). Hence, if veC /[e“^*] then
|||v:e—^Hl/:= max] sup\ef*xDjv(x) \ , ;= 0 ,. . . , /1  < °o . 
xeR+
We consider the interpolation error for functions veC /[e-/iX] using a mesh 
Un which consists of the points
*/= q log n-i
for some q>0. The mesh (2.6) was used by Sloan and Spence [40] and Chandler 
and Graham [12], when solving particular cases of (1.1) for which the solution was 
known to decay exponentially at infinity. Note that for /= ! ,. . . ,n - 1, we have
26-
hi= q log n-i -  log




= ? log n-i+ ln - i
(2.7)(n - i )  ’
where we have used the fact that log (1 +Jt) < x  for all x > 0 .
The following proposition is required to prove convergence results for func­
tions v e C li [e~MX].
Proposition 2.3
Let veC /[e- *“ ], 0<j<l and let ITn consist of the points defined in (2.6). Then, 















Hence, (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) show that for all l< /< n - l  
















n n - i
z c + M . (2.11)
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since q>t!fi, and hence the result follows. □
The next Theorem shows that if then optimal convergence
results can be achieved for the interpolation process using the mesh (2 .6 ) with q 
appropriately chosen.
Theorem 2.4




(2.1) and Proposition 2.3 (with j=t=m) show that for 1 </</i— 1
l l( / - .P > i IL< C - M lv ie -^ IL  , (2.12)
n
by our choice of q. Also, from (2.2) and (2.6) we have
l lv— II- = I v j . s  C exp(-/«:„_!)IIIV:e | [ | m
< C exp(~nq log(n))|||v:<r'“ |||m
< c 4 r l l lv :e ‘ " i L  . (2.13)n
where (2.13) follows from our choice of q. Then, from (2.12) and (2.13), the 
result follows. □
Example 1
We consider v(x) = e-xeC /[e - *] for all /eN. Table 2.1 of §2.3.1.1 gives the
results for piecewise quadratic interpolation (m=3, £i= 0 , £2 =i> ^ 3  = 1 ) using the
mesh (2.6) with q=3. The interpolation error was calculated at 5 equally spaced 
points in each /,•, /= 1 ,...,n - 1. We let
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en= max | (/-/>„) v(*) I,
taken over these points. The results indicate that en~ 0 ( l /n 3), as predicted by 
Theorem 2.4
We now consider functions veCjjle- ^ ]  for 0</?< 1. Recall that if 
veC^[e-/iX] for 0 </?<l, then v "behaves like" as » 0  and v "behaves like" 
e~ a s  x —>«>. Then, in view of the results of Rice [33] and Theorem 2.4, we 
consider the interpolation error for functions veC^[e-/iX], 0 </?<l, using a compo­
site mesh, n„, which consists of the points
<7i
N
, /=0,...,W , 





, &=l,...,rW > n  (l,oo] , (2.15)
for some <7 2 > 0  and /"sN, where n<(r+l)N. Note that
n=0(N) , N=0(n). (2.16)
The points in (2.14) where used by Rice to approximate x& for /?>0, on [0,1], 
using spline approximation techniques, and he proves optimal convergence results 
using these points. The parameter r, which is included in (2.15), allows that part 
of n n which lies in (1 ,<*>] to contain more mesh points than are in [0 , 1 ] if r is 
chosen to be greater than 1 .





< q x —  qi N N
<7i-l
= o (2.17)
Also, by observing that the set in (2.15) contains rN-kQ points with 
lc0 = k0(N) and 0 < k0 < rN, it follows that n = (r+ l)N -k0. Then for 
i=N+li. . . t(r+ l)N -k0- l  we have
(r+l)N-k0- i
(r + l ) N - k 0- i + l 1 (2.18)< Qo ------------------  .(r+ l)N -k0- i
The following proposition is required to obtain convergence results for func­
tions veC^[e-/**], 0<fi<l.
Proposition 2.5
Let 0<p<l, 0 <j<l and let IIn consist of the points defined in (2.14)
and (2.15). For any j<t, 2<i<n-l we have
provided >tlp and #2 - ^  •
Proof
For convenience we set ||v ||= ||v:e—^II/,>3 * Let 0</?<l and first let 2<i<N. If 
y=0 the result follows trivially from (2.17). So suppose y^ l, then using (2.14) we 
have
n
' )q i (P- j )
Ilvll . (2.19)
Then from (2.17) and (2.19) we get the estimate
h!UDJv ) i \ \ - * C h i x & M (2.20)
f . Viqi-D+qiifi-j)
l|v||
q i ( t - j ) + q i  P - t
< C—  
N*
IMI, (2.21)
where (2 .2 1 ) follows since qi^-tlP and t>j.
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If N+1< i <(r+l)N-kQ- l  (= n -1), then (2.15) shows that for all j >0
C exp(-^x/_1 )||v|| (2.22)
rN< C
-Mi
(r+ l)N -k0- i+ l  
Thus, from (2.18), (2.22) and (2.23), we get the estimate 













t \ r + l ) N -k 0- i ' Mi-* (r+ l)N -k0- i+ l Mi
t--- 3
: rN (r+ l)N -k0- iK J
IMI
(2.25)
where (2.25) follows from our choice of q2. Then from (2.21), (2.25) and (2.16) 
the result follows. □
The next Theorem shows that if v e C p [ e for 0</?<l, then optimal con­
vergence results can be achieved for the interpolation process using the mesh 
defined by (2.14) and (2.15). Thus, we call this the exponential mesh.
Theorem 2.6
Let v e C p ie - ^ ] ,  0</?<l and let n n be the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15). 
Then
fl (/-/>„) v|L<l •
n
provided q\>mlp and q2^mlp.
Proof
(2.1) and Proposition 2.5 (with t=j=m) show that for 2<i<n-l
i (/-/>„) v,fl..S C ^ llv .-e -^ IL .^  , (2.26)
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by our choice of q± and q2.
Now note that when x efi we have
Ivi(*)-v(0)| = | f iD v iW d f f  |< C||v|| i p j*oP~ldo
Z C h ?  WvW^p (2.27)
< C ~ - \ \ v : e - ^ \ \ m^  (2.28)
n
by (2.14), our choice of ql and (2.16). Thus we have
H(/-/Jn)VllL= ll( /- />„)(v-v(0 ))1 |L <  C lK v - v ^ j lL  (2.29)
£ C ^ T  I I I I ».p ■ (2.30)n
Also, from (2.2) and (2.15) we have
l l ( / - />n ) v J I ~ =  I v J . S  Cexp(-/«„_  t ) | |v :e - ^ | |m^
S C e x p ( - ^ 2 log(r/V))||v:e_/“ ||m ;5
i C ^ - h - e - ^ W ^ p  , (2.31)
n
where (2.31) follows from our choice of q2 and (2.16). Then from (2.26), (2.30) 
and (2.31) the result follows. □
Example 2
We consider v(x)= E2(x), the second exponential integral, where
E2{x ) = e~x- x E l (x), (2.32)
(recall that Ei is the first exponential integral). By [1, (5.1.26), (5.1.12), (5.1.51)], 
E2eC^[e~x] for all 0 </?<l and all /eN.
Table 2.2 of §2.3.1.1 gives the results for piecewise linear interpolation, 
(m=2, £i=0, %2=l), on the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), with qx- 2 - q 2 
and r= l. The interpolation error was calculated at 5 equally spaced points in each 
/,-, z = l , W e  let
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eN= max | (I-P n)v(x)\
taken over these points. The results indicate that eN~ 0 ( l /n 2), as predicted by 
Theorem 2.6. In order to compute E2{x) for jteR+, NAG routine S13aaf was used 
to calculate Ex(x) for jt>0, (at jt=0, E2(x)= \ , see for example [1]).
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2.3.1.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Example 1














- 3 4 -
Example 2
v ( x ) = E 2 ( x )  - Piecewise linear interpolation.
N n eN EOC
2 4 0.793xl0 _ 1
1.609






32 52 0.479xl0 - 3
1.985
64 104 0 . 1 2 1 x l 0 " 3
TABLE 2.2
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2.3.2 THE POLYNOMIAL CASE
The convergence analysis for functions veCp[x~^] is very technical and so, 
in order to motivate the analysis, we will define a better behaved class of functions 
and we will consider the convergence of the interpolation process for functions in 
this class first.
Let /eN  and let ji>0. For any v:R+—>C define
\\v:x~M\Yi = maxi sup \xM+jDj v(x)\, y'=0,...,/I xe[l,oo)
If || v:x~^ || '/<°°, then v has / continuous derivatives on [1,°°) and 
Dh(x)=0(x~^~j )  as jc—>«», y=0,
Now for 0<p<l set
l | v : ^ | | ^ =  m ax jlv ll ,^  , ||v:x- ^||'/ ►.
D e fin itio n
Let Cp[x~fiY  denote the space of all functions v:R+—»C which have / continuous 
derivatives on (0 ,°o) and for which \\v:x~M ||';
The convergence analysis for functions in Cp[x~MY  is technically easier than 
the convergence analysis for functions in Cp[x~M]. This is because if veC plx '^Y  
then Div(x)=0(x~M~j) as * —»«>, j - 0 ,...,/, whereas, if v&Cp[x~M] then 
D^v(x)=0(x~M) as 7 =0 ,...,/. Thus, the yth derivative of functions in
Cp[x~MY  decays faster than the yth derivative of functions in Cp[x~M], for y> 1 .
We investigate the interpolation error for functions veCp[x~MY  for 0 </J<l. 
The analysis for 1 <0<l could be dealt with by similar means. Again we are con­
sidering the worst possible case for p. The mesh that we use is a composite mesh, 
n n, which consists of the points
' . ]pi
T7 . •= 0 ..... N ,  (2.33)
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for some p\ > 1 and Ne  N, together with the points
PirN
rN-k (2.34)
for some P2>0 and reN , where n = (r+l)N. Note that in this case we also have
n=0(N)  , N=0(n). (2.35)
Thus we are again using the Rice points in (2.33). The parameter r, which is in 
(2.34), is used for the same reason as in the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), 
(see discussion following (2.16)). Now for i= 1 ,...,N , the Mean Value Theorem 
and (2.35) show
Pi-i
hi < p l 1 iN = O (2.36)
(see (2.17)).
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Now note that for N< i< n-l  we have
i< ”r i± l< 2 (
n - i (2.38)
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(2.41)
The following proposition is required to prove convergence results for func­
tions veCp[x~M] \  0 </?<l.
Proposition 2.7
Let veCp[x~M]'f 0<fi<l, 0 <j<l and let Hn consist of the points defined in (2.33) 
and (2.34). For any 0<t-p<j<t, 2<i<n-l
h!UDiv)i\\„ZC±\\v.x-n'l,ii .
providedpx> t ! a n d p 2^ t / (p - ( t - j ) ) .
Proof
For convenience we set || v|| '=|| v:x~M ||'/ Let 0</?<l and first let 2<i<N. Then 
we have
h f i u V v M . s  c - i - n v i r .
N
(The proof of (2.42) is analogous to that of (2.21) in Proposition 2.5). 
For i= N + l,. . . ,(r+ l)N -l (= n-1), (2.34) and (2.38) show








- p i ( p + j )
IMI'
rN
n -i IMI'. (2.44)






t *v pit * *n - i
n - i n - i rN
p i i p + j )
IMI'
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r %t Piip+j-O-t1 n - i IMI'rN rN 
* *
C —7— I v ||',  (2.46)
Ar
by our choice of p2. Hence, the result follows from (2.42), (2.46) and (2.35). □
The following Theorem shows that if veCp[x~MY, 0 </?<l, then optimal 
convergence for the inteipolation process can be achieved using the mesh defined 
by the points in (2.33) and (2.34) with pi and p2 appropriately chosen. Thus, we 
call this the polynomial mesh.
Theorem 2.8
Let veC p[x~MY, 0 </?< 1 , and let n„  be the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34). 
Then
I K z - ^ v l L s c ^ - l l v ^ l v ^  .n
providedp{>mlf3 andp2>mlp.
Proof
(2.1) and Proposition 2.7 (with t=j=m) show that for all 2<i<w -l
| ( / - / • > , | C - i - | | v u r ' T - . *  - (2-47)
n
by our choice of p± and p2.
Now note that (2.29) and (2.27) still hold, and so from (2.29), (2.27) and
(2.33) we have
|| ( / - /> > ,  |L < C - t - 1 | v : * - ' | | , (2.48)
n
by our choice of p± and (2.35). Also, from (2.2) and (2.34) we have 




by our choice of p2 and (2.35). Then from (2.47), (2.48) and (2.49) the result fol­
lows. □
Example 3
We consider v(x) = l/(l+ jt2 )eC 3  [x~2]'. Table 2.3 of §2.3.2.1 gives the results 
for piecewise quadratic interpolation, (m=3, £ i= 0 , £2=£, £ 3  = 1 ), on the 
polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), with pj = l, p2=3/2 and r= l. The interpola­
tion error was calculated at 5 equally spaced points in each /,-, i= l , . . . ,n - l .  We
taken over all these points. The results indicate that that eN^ 0 ( l / n 3), which is an 
optimal result.
using the polynom ial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34). Thus again we are considering the 
worst possible case for p. The analysis for 1 < p < l  could be carried out using 
similar methods. The next proposition is required to prove convergence results for 
functions v e C p [ x ~ M]> 0 < p < l .
Proposition 2.9
Let v & C p [ 0</?<l, 0<j<l, and let IIn be the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and
(2.34). For any j£t<p, 2<i<n-l
let
eN= max | (/-/>„) v(x) |
We now consider the interpolation error for functions veC^[jt ^], 0<P<1,
n
provided Pi >tlp and p2>t/(p-t).
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Proof
For convenience we set ||v||=||v:jc Let 0</?<l and first let 2<i<N. From
(2.42) and (2.35) we have
For W +l< /<(r+ l)W -l (= « -l) , (2.34) and (2.38) show 








Then using (2.41), (2.51) and (2.52) we have
h!UDJv ) i l - * c h ! x p i M  
<, c
= c
f  '  
1
t * '  
rN





















by our choice of p 2 and (2.35). The result then follows from (2.50) and (2.54). □
The crucial feature here is (2.51) where the factor x p {  appears, as opposed to 
which appears in (2.43) for functions in Cp[x~^Y. This feature makes the 
convergence analysis for functions in Cp[x~M] more difficult. This can be seen in 
the next Theorem, which shows that if veCp[x~^] for 0</?<l, then optimal con­
vergence results can be achieved on the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), pro­
vided m</z, that is provided the decay of v{x)  is fast enough as x —»<».
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Theorem 2.10
Let veCp[x~M], 0</?< 1, and let ITn be the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34). I f  
m<p then
C ^ r l l v:jc ' ‘IIm.fi .nm
providedPi>mlf3 andp2>mJ(p-m).
Proof
(2.1) and Proposition 2.9 (with t - j -m < p :) show that for all 2<i<n-l
nm
by our choice of Pi and p2.
Now (2.29) and (2.27) still hold, and so using (2.29), (2.27) and (2.33) we
have
| |( / - n ) v i lL s :  C -M v c x - 'lm ./ , , (2.56)n
by our choice of pi and (2.35). Also, from (2.2) and (2.34) we have 
l l ( / - - f>n ) vJ L =  l |v „ I L  2  c  II v : jT '“ II mi0
< C ( r N ) - ^  l l v ^ - ^ L ^  (2.57)
S C -^ - I v a c - ', | , . ,  , (2.58)
n
by our choice of p2 and (2.35), since
m mp2>-------> — .p -m  p
Then from (2.55), (2.56) and (2.58) the result follows. □
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2.3.2.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Example 3
v(x)=1/(1+jc2) - Piecewise quadratic interpolation.
N n eN EOC
4 8 0 .8 4 5 x l(T 2
2.852
8 16 0 .1 1 7 x l ( r 2
2.944
16 32 0 .152x10“ 3
2.970
32 64 0 .1 9 4 x l0 “4
2.985
64 128 0 .2 4 5 x l0 -5
2.992
128 256 0 .3 0 8 x l0 “6
3
256 512 0 .3 8 5 x l0 -7
TABLE 2.3
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2.4 CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS FOR THE QUADRATURE RULE
In this section we investigate the convergence of the quadrature rule (1.24)
0 < /? < l. Thus again we are treating the worst singularities in v(x)  as x —>0. The 
convergence analysis for 1 </?</ can be treated in a similar manner. We use the 
meshes defined in §2.3.
Recall that R is the order of the quadrature rule (1.21), with points 
?2»•••» 5m* For the Trapezoidal rule, m=2, ^ = 0 ,  f2= l anc* R=2. For 
Simpson’s rule, m=3, £i=0, ^2 =i» £ 3  = 1 andR=4.
For v e C n L 1, let
Thus, the error in approximating 7v by 7nv can be bounded by the sum of two 
errors. One is the truncation error in approximating 7v by 7v, and the other is the 
quadrature error.
Now using (2.3) we have for any k=0,...,n-2
In the subsequent analysis we will use the above estimates extensively together 
with the following identity,
for functions v which lie in the spaces Cp[e  *“ ], Cp[x M]' and Cp[x  **], for
Observe that using the triangle inequality we have
| ( / - / >  | <; | ( i - i ) v  | + | ( / - / >  |. (2.59)
i = k +  1 j = a : + i
Also, we can bound the truncation error by
(2.61)
(2.62)
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2.4.1 THE EXPONENTIAL CASE.
In order to motivate the convergence analysis for functions v e C ^ e - ^ ] , 
0 </?<l, we first investigate the convergence of the quadrature rule for functions 
veC^ [e-/iX]. The convergence analysis for this class of functions is technically 
easier. Recall that if veC# then
|  < 0 0  .
The next Theorem shows that if veC jfle- ***] then optimal convergence rates can 
be achieved for the quadrature rule using the mesh (2 .6 ) with q appropriately 
chosen.
Theorem 2.11
Let veCfl and let Tln be mesh (2.6). Then
|(/-7„)v| sc-y lllv :* -''* !!!* , n
provided q>Rlp.
Proof
First observe that using (2.61) and (2.6) we have 
| (/-7 )v  | < Cf~ \v(x)\dx
Jxn-l
< C f”  exp(-ftx)dx  Illv.-e-^IHjj
J x n -1
< C exp(-/« (I_1 )|||v:e_'“ |||fl
s  C ^ - || |v :e - ^ || |fi> (2.63)nR
by our choice of q.
Now let 0<e<p be sufficiently small so that q>R/(p-e). Then using (2.60) 
we have
| (T-Tn)v  | = | l*"~'(I-Pn)v(x)dx |
v:e R:= maxJ sujsJe^IVvCx)!, j = 0
- 4 5 -





< C ^ h [ te ' ill~c)x,-i Illvie-^IHj, f
i=i
^ C ^ - | | |v : e - ^ | | | fi , (2.64)
nR
where (2.64) follows by our choice of q> since for z=1,...,h-1
nR
(by (2.10) with t=j=R and /z replaced by (ji-e), and (2.11)). The result then fol­
lows from (2.63), (2.64) and (2.59). □
Example 4
We consider v(x)=e~x2 eCfae~x], for all /eN. It is known analytically that
v(x) is proportional to the probability density function of a normal random vari­
able with mean zero and variance one half.
We use the mesh (2.6) and we let
en= |V>r/ 2  -  7„v|
Table 2.4 of §2.4.1.1 gives the results for Simpson’s rule with q - 4. The results 
indicate that en=0(\/n4), as predicted by Theorem 2.11.
Example 5
The integral
h  := -S j“ £ i(r)A  (2.65)
is the right hand side of the reformulation of the integral equation which arises in
- 46 -
Example 1 §1.1, when /?(*)=1 and £=J, and must be calculated for many jteR+ 
(see Chapter 5 §5.2.2). By [1, (5.1.51), (5.1.11)]
Ei(t) = 0 (£- *) as r—>°©,
and
E ^ t )  = -logt -  r  -  I ■ I a rg » |^ ,  (2 .6 6 )
where y is the Euler constant. Then, since Ex(t) has a logarithmic singularity at 
t=0 , we cannot use a quadrature rule which uses £ i= 0  to approximate Ix when 
x=0. However, note that for small values of the argument, t, Ei(t) can be approx­
imated to a high degree of accuracy by truncating the infinite series in (2 .6 6 ) to a 
reasonably small value of £. To see this, if we approximate the alternating infinite 
series in (2 .6 6 ) by replacing £=«*> with £= 1 0 , then the error in such an approxima­
tion is bounded by
1 1 . 1 1 ! *
Hence we find uniformly accurate answers for (2.65) for many jteR+ as follows: 
For any mesh n n, let r=min{ i : \< i< n - \ , xt >1 }. Then, for general x , if 
0<x<xr, we use the approximation
= -1  -  1 £ ' 'PnEi := , (2.67)
where E{ is the approximation to E± with the infinite series in (2.66) truncated at 
£=10. Then the first integral on the right hand side of (2.67) may be evaluated 
analytically.
If xr<x<xi<xn_i> we use the approximation
= - i f  ^  El -  \ £ " P n £ , := hTn x Eu (2.68)
where P xn E± is the polynomial of order m which interpolates E1 at the points 
x+tj(Xi-x), y=l,...m .
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In this particular experiment, we use the mesh (2.6) to compute (2.65) for x at 
the quadrature points, (NAG routine S13aaf was used to calculate E±(x) for x>0). 
Now by [1, (5.1.26)], (2.65) actually defines \E2(x), where E2 is the second 
exponential integral, (see (2.32)). Table 2.5 of §2.4.1.1 gives the results for the 
Trapezoidal rule with q=2. We let
en= max|J£2(*) -
taken over all quadrature points. The results show that e„= 0 (l/n 2) which indi- 
cates that the quadrature rule, (2.67) and (2.68), is performing optimally, uniformly 
over all quadrature points x.
(To compute E2(x) for x in R+, (2.32) was used. NAG routine S13aaf was 
used to calculate E^(x) forjt>0, (at jc=0, E2(jc)=1, see [1])).
We now consider functions veC ^[e- ^ ] ,  0</?<l. The next Theorem shows 
that if veC^ [*”*“ ], 0 </?<l, then optimal results can be achieved for the quadra­
ture rule using the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), with and q2 appropri­
ately chosen.
Theorem 2.12
Let veC * [e-/uc], 0</?<l, and let IIn be the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15). 
Then
s  C ^r||v:e_ '“ | |R j3 ,
nR
provided q\ >R! (5 and q2>Rlp.
Proof
First observe that
| J ( / - /> >  I < C /q lK IL *  , (2.69)
nK
by (2.14), our choice of q± and (2.16). Also, using (2.61) and (2.15) we have
-48 -
| (/ - / ) v  I < Cf; \v(x)\dx < c f ;  exp(-/£t) dx \\v:e ^ \ \ RtP%n-l J*n-l ^
< C exvt-fiiXn-OWvie-^WRt p
Z , (2.70)
n
where (2.70) follows by our choice of q2 and (2.16).
We now give a bound for (2.62). For the first term on the right hand side of
(2.62) we have
^ h M  |D Rv(x)\dx = xP~Rx R~P\DRv{x)\dx
i=2 '■ i=2
< C - Z h t x ^  II v\\R A d x  
i=2 '
S C ^ -IM I^  , (2.71)
nR
where (2.71) follows by (2.14), our choice of qj and (2.16), since for i=2,...,N
c - y  , 
n
(by (2 .2 0 ) with t=j=R, and (2 .2 1 )), and since
Now we deal with the second term on the right hand side of (2.62). Let 0<£<fi 
be sufficiently small so that q2>R/(fii-e). Then we have
^ j  n _ l
£  hR f  \DRv(x)\dx  = £  h H  e~('M~£ x^e ('M~£)x \DRv(x)\dx 
N +1 ' i=N+1
< C h ? e - ^ - e)Xi-l \\v :e-^ \\R \  e '^ d x
i=N+1
< C ^ - llv re -^ l l*  , (2.72)
nR
where (2.72) follows by (2.15), our choice of q2 and (2.16), since for 
i=N+l ,. . . ,/i—1
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C ^ -  , 
nR
(by (2.24) with p  replaced by (p -e )  and t=j=R, and (2.25)). 
Then from (2.60), (2.62), (2.71) and (2.72) we have
Then (2.69) and (2.73) show that the quadrature error is bounded by
I U-Tn)v I 5  p ,
nR
and the result then follows from (2.70) and (2.59). □
In the next example, we consider the convergence of the interpolation pro­
cess, (1 .2 0 ), for a function veCp[x~l ]\  which is defined by an integral for which
the integrand decays exponentially. This composite process is thus a severe test 
for Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.12.
Example 6
We consider the function
v(x) = K 2 ( x )  = 2j~<p(s)E2(x(p(s))ds , (2.74)
where
<p(s)=e~s2 l^7t.
By [8 ], K2eCp[x~1]' for all 0</?<l. Also, E2(x)eCp[e~x] for all 0<fi<l and 
all /eN. (see Example 2 §2.3.1)
For jteR+, we first approximate K2(x) by attacking the integral (2.74) using a 
high order Simpson’s rule on the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), with 
ql =4=q2, N=Ni= 128, r -2  and n -n x =327, (that is we fix N 1 and hence /ij). 
We call this high order approximation K2. We then interpolate K2(x) using piece- 
wise linear interpolation (m=2, £i=0, on ^  polynomial mesh, (2.33) and
- 50-
(2.34), with Pi=2=p2 and r= 1. The interpolation error was calculated at 5 equally 
spaced points in each and we let
eN= max| ( I-P n)K2(x)\
taken over all these points. Table 2.6 of §2.4.1.1 gives the results which indicate 
that eN = <9(1/ai2), which is an optimal result.
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2.4.1.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Example 4




































v(jc ) = K 2 ( x )  - Piecewise linear interpolation.





4 8 0.934xl0 - 2
1.972
8 16 0 .238x l0 '2
1.986
16 32 0.601 x l(T 3
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2.4.2 THE POLYNOMIAL CASE
We first consider the quadrature error for functions veCp[x~MY, 0 </?< 1 . 
By dealing with 0</?<l we deal with the worst singularity in v(;t) as x —>0. The 
next Theorem shows that if veCjf[x~MY , 0 </?<l, fi>\, then optimal convergence 
results can be achieved for the quadrature rule using the polynomial mesh, (2.33) 
and (2.34), with pi and p2 appropriately chosen.
Theorem 2.13





| j ^ I - P J v M d x  | 2  Cht llvill» < C -J r |v :jc-', |  '*,/>. (2-75)
by (2.33), choice of p l and (2.35). Also, using (2.61) we have
| (/-7)v(jc) I < C /“  |v(jc)|<fe < C f“  x-»dx b-.x-n 'R .fiJxn-1 Jxn-l
< , (2.76)
nR
by (2.34), choice of p2 and (2.35).
Now we bound (2.62). For the first term on the right hand side of (2.62) we
have
Z h f i  \DRv(x)\dx < C -y lM lj^ , . (2.77)
1 = 2  11 n
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(The proof of (2.77) follows analogously to the proof of (2.71) in Theorem 2.12)).
Now we bound the second term on the right hand side of (2.62). Let 
0<£< /z-l be sufficiently small so thatp 2 ^ R K p - l - e ) .  Then we have
/i—1 n—1
£  hM  \DRv(x)\dx = 2  hR \ x~M~R+1+£x fl+R~l~£\DRv(x)\dx 
i=N +1 1 i=N+ 1
n— 1
< C  J  hjix^{ i~1~£^~R\\v:x~M\\'R j  x~ l~£dx
i=N+1
. (2.78)nR
where the last inequality follows by (2.34), our choice of p2 and (2.35), since for 
i=AM-1,...,h-1
h«xr-(r'-c)-*^  c~r -n
(by (2.45) with p  replaced by ( p - \ - e )  and j=t=R, and (2.46)). Then (2.60),
(2.62), (2.77) and (2.78) show that
I f ’ 'U-Pn)v I ^  c " iV  f  | DRv | £  C -y llv :* -"  !'*,/» . (2.79)
Jxl i=2
Thus, (2.75) and (2.79) show that the quadrature error is bounded by
| (7-7„)v I 5 *.* .n
and the result then follows from (2.76) and (2.59). □
Example 7
We take v (jc) = ( 1 + x 2)-1  eC%[x~2]'. It is known analytically that
n — -— dx = —Jo i _i_v2 2 ’1 +Jt
and so we let
en = I y  - /» v  |.
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We use the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34). Table 2.7 of § 2.4.2.1 gives the 
results for Simpson’s rule with = 1, / ? 2  =4 and r - 1. The results indicate that 
eN~ 0 ( \ ln A\  which is an optimal result.
In the next example we approximate the integral of a function which decays 
polynomially at ©o. This function is itself defined by an integral in which the 
integrand decays exponentially at
Example 8
Let Ki be as in (1.6) with q> given by (1.7a). Then the integral
/ ,:=  (2.80)
is the right hand side of the reformulation of the integral equation which arises in 
Example 2 §1.1, when Doppler broadening is dominant, with B(;t)= l and e=K
(2.80) must be calculated for many xgR+ (see Chapter 5 §5.3.2) and it is impor­
tant to find uniformly accurate answers for (2.80) for many values of xgR+.
Observe that with <p given by (1.7a) we have
Ki(0  = i j^oo<p2(s)El (t<p(s))ds = j^<p2(s)El (t(p(s))ds (2.81)
Now for each feR+, the integrand in (2.81) decays exponentially at ©©.
By [8 , 1.23,1.14],
Ki(t)= 0 ( t~ 2) as t—><*>,
and
1 1 _  v  —y -  log 'fa k=i k .k)A(k+2)
, r>0 , (2.82)
where again y  is the Euler constant. Thus, ^ i( t)  has a logarithmic singularity at 
r=0 , and decays polynomially at ©©, and so in this experiment we use the 
polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), and compute (2.80) for x  at the quadrature 
points, using the same method as in Example 5.
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Thus, for t>0 we first approximate by attacking the integral in (2.81), 
using a high order Simpson’s rule on the mesh (2.6) with q=4 and n=rti=512, 
and we call this high order approximation Klt (that is we are fixing wj). Then for 
0 <jc< 1  we use the approximation
= - i f ^ i  -  := Vn,xKi . (2.83)
where K* is given by (2.82) with the alternating infinite series truncated to £=10. 
The error in such an approximation is bounded by
i H 11
2<iz 11.11I.VT3VP1 '
The first integral on the right hand side of (2.83) is then calculated analytically. 
Forxn_i>Xi>x> 1 we use the approximation
where P ^ i  is the polynomial of order m which interpolates K\ at the points 
x+£j(xi-x), y=l,...,m . Now by [8 , (1.8)] we know that
=  JK 2 (x ) ,
where K2 is given by (2.74). Thus, we let
eN= m a x |^ 2 U) -  ¥n,xKi I .
taken over all quadrature points x, where K2 is the high order approximation to K2, 
determined as in in Example 6 . Table 2.8 of § 2.4.2.1 gives the results for 
Simpson’s rule with Pi = l , P2=4 and r=l. The results show that eN~ 0 (\!n A)y 
which indicates that the quadrature rule, (2.83) and (2.84), is performing optimally, 
uniformly over all quadrature points x. These are excellent results considering the 
complexity of the task at hand.
We now consider functions veC ^[x~^]t 0<J3< 1, //> 1. The next Theorem 
shows that if veCp[x~M], 0 </?<l, //> 1 , then optimal convergence rates for the
- 58 -
quadrature rule can be achieved on the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), with 
and p2 appropriately chosen, provided R < p -1, that is provided the decay of v (jc) 
as x —>©o is fast enough.
Theorem 2.14
Let veCp[  0</?<l, p>l and let Tln be the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and
(2.34). I f  R < p - \  then
n
providedPi^Rl(3 andp2> R /(p -l-R ).
Proof
First observe that
| J] a - P n)v I ^ C ftjIv .lL s  C - y l lv :^ - " ! ! ^  , (2.85)
by (2.33), our choice of p x and (2.35).
Also, using (2.61) and (2.34) we have
| (I-T)v(x) | < C T  \v(x)\dx < C f" x '^d x  | | v : ^ | | ^  p
5S C x - ^ W v .x - v I r 'P
= C (/•wy’2(- " +1 ) ||v:x-'‘ | | ^
< C - ^ - | | v : ^ | |R^  . (2 .8 6 )
n
by (2.34), our choice of p2 and (2.35), since
R Rp<)>----------> ------  .j i - l - R  p — 1
We now bound (2.62). Using (2.77), we have for the first term on the right hand 
side of (2.62)
\DRv(x)\dx < C ^ - | | v | | ^  . (2.87)
i=2 «
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Now let 0< f<//—1 —R be sufficiently small so thatp 2 ^ R / ( p - l - e - R ) .  Then
^ j ^ j
X  h f j  \ D*v (x ) \ dx=  X  h f j  x - ^ ^ x ^ - ^ D ^ x ^ d x
i=N+1 •' /=N+1
n— 1
< c  x  h tx -s r^ h -x -^ h ix -^ d x
i=N+1
S C - ^ - l l v ^ l U  , (2 .8 8 )
nK
where (2.88) follows by (2.34), our choice of P2  and (2.35), since for 
i*=AM-1,...,/i—1
h h r - ^ ~ s) s  c - ^ - ,nK
(by (2.53) with p  replaced by ( /z - l-£ )  and t= j=R<p-1-£, and (2.54)). Then 
(2.60), (2.62), (2.87) and (2.88) show that
Thus, (2.85) and (2.89) show that the quadrature error is bounded by
| (7-7,) | <; c-trlvac-"!!*,, ,
n
and the result then follows from (2.86) and (2.59). □
2.4.2.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Example 7
r 1 dx - Simpson’s rule.Jo 1 +JC2

































In this Chapter we present regularity results for the solution, u, of (1.1) under 
certain assumptions on k  and / .  These assumptions allow k  to have a logarithmic 
singularity at the origin, and decay either exponentially or polynomially at infinity. 
We show that the behaviour of u is inherited from k  and / ,  and we determine this 
behaviour explicitly. Related results for a simpler class of weakly singular integral 
equations are found in [35], [10], [36] and [20]. In Chapter 4 a complete error 
analysis is given for the Nystrom-Product Integration method, which uses the 
results of this Chapter, and takes into account singularities contained in the kernel 
and the solution.
We shall make the following assumptions on k .
Al. JR M  < 1
A2. For all /eN0, some p>0 and all £>0
J ep\x\\D lK(x)\dx < °o 
R\ [ -£ ,£ ]
or
A2'. For all /eN0, some p '>  1 and all S>0
J  ( l + \ x \ f ' - l \ D lK(x)\dx < ~
R\ [-<5.<5]
A3. (1.10) and (1.11) hold with a a polynomial and c infinitely continuously 
differentiable on R+.
Remarks
1 . A l implies that K is bounded on C with || AT|| o*, = f M  < 1, and that, if i/eC,
* R
lim^MCx) = (f K(x)dx) u(oo) = £(0 )m(<»),
X—*oo R
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where £ denotes the Fourier transform of k . These well-known facts are proved in 
[29] (see also [19]). Thus if /eC , (1.1) has a unique solution mgC, and letting 
x — in ( 1 .1 ) yields m(°°) = /(°°)/(l-£(0)). Setting tt -  m-h(©®), we may then 
rearrange (1.1) as tt -  KU = F, another equation of the form (1.1), where
F(x) =  f ( x )  -  (1 - K l ix ) ) f ioo)/(l -£ (0 ) ) .
Then ff(oo) = 0 = F(<»), so there is no loss of generality in assuming 
u{oo) = 0  = /(<») from the outset in (1 .1 ).
2. A2 implies that for all /eN 0, D ltcix) = oie~p1*1) as x —>±°°, and A2' implies 
that for all /eN 0, D lKix) = oi\x\~p ) as x —>±<».
3. A3 implies nothing about the behaviour of c(f) as t—»°o. Note that we expect 
the regularity rt '' of this chapter to hold with "a a polynomial" replaced with "a 
smooth on R" in A3. However we provide technical details for the former case 
only.
3.2 REGULARITY ANALYSIS
Consider ( 1 .1 ) and let k  satisfy Al, A2  and A3. If / e C  and epxf ix ) e C  for 
some fi>0 , then multiplying ( 1 .1 ) through by and rearranging slightly yields
uM -  K^um = f M, (3.1)
where
uM(x) = epxu ix)i f^ ix)  = e ^ f i x )
and
K ^ i x )  = Kix-t)uMit)dt .
Then (3.1) will have a unique solution, u^eC, if \\K^ || ^<1. Now note that
II ^  II ~ . (3.2)
and so if we let /ze[0,p), and choose e so that 0</z+e<p, then Al and A2 show 
that for hgN,
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**«(*) •= e^fi+e,n^ x \K{x)\ < e ^ +£^ x \k(x )\ e L J(R) . (3.3)
Also we have
Kn(x) —» etiX\k(x )\ as w->°o . (3.4)
Then by (3.3), (3.4) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem [2] we have 
jRe ('M+£ln^ x \K(x)\dx = j^Kn(x)dx -> JR e f i X\ x(x)\dx  as «-><» , 
which shows that the function
JR^ |  K(x)\dx
is a continuous function of pE[0,p). Hence by Al, the Intermediate Value 
Theorem and (3.2), ||^ TU||00<1 for all p sufficiently close to zero.
Now return to (1.1) and let k satisfy Al, A2' and A3. If / e C  and
(l+jty* f(x)&C  for some p '> 0 , then multiplying (1 .1 ) through by i\+ xY  and
rearranging slightly yields
ly  -  K^'Up' = , (3.5)
where
uM'(x) = (I+jc/'m U), f M>(x) = ( 1  +x)fi' f ( x )  ,
and
K ^U fix)  = j ^ i l+ x Y 1'K(x-t)(l+t)-v'uM'(t)dt .
Then (3.5) will have a unique solution, u ^eC ,  if || Ay || <*,<1 . Now note that, 
using the inequality
(1+x) < (1+ |jc—r| )(l-t-r) , ;t,rER+ , (3.6)
(see for example [38]) we have
||Ay |U < sup J ( \+ \x -t\Y '\K (x-t) \d t  < \  a + \x \f '\K {x) \d x  , (3.7)
*eR+ ,' K K
and so if we let p ' e [ 0 , p ' - 1 ) ,  and choose e so that 0 < p '+ £ < p '- l , then Al and 
A2' show that for a ' e N ,
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*V(x) := ( l + l x ly '+ ^ V w l  < ( l+ |x |y '+«|if(ac)| e L ^R ) . (3.8)
Also we have
Kn'(x) -» (1+ |jc ||/c:(jc)| as . (3.9)
Then by (3.8), (3.9) and the Dominated Convergence Theorem [2] we have 
\ R( \+ \x \Y '+£,n' \ ic(x)\dx =  j Rfcn'(x)dx -> f ^ l+ M y 'V M ld *  as n'->oo , 
which shows that the function
is a continuous function of / i 'e [0 ,p '- l) .  Hence by Al, the Intermediate Value 
Theorem and (3.7), ||Xr/z' | | 00< l for all p ' sufficiently close to zero.
Thus we have the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.1
(i) I f  k  satisfies A l, A2, A3, then there exists 0<p<p such that, if f e C  with 
e ^ f ( x ) e C ,  the solution, u, of (1.1) also satisfies e ^ u ^ e C .
(ii) If k  satisfies A l, A2', A3, then there exists 0< fi'< p '-l  such that, if f e C  
with (l+jcy* f ( x ) e C ,  the solution, u, of (1.1) also satisfies ( 1 + x f  u(x)eC.
For results related to Lemma 3.1(ii) see [38].
In general, p and fi' in Lemma 3.1 will not be known analytically and will 
have to be approximated numerically. However note that (3.2) is | /r[X*p), where 
| x-p denotes the Fourier transform of | k \ . If this transform is known, p in Lemma 
3.1(i) may be computed by finding the smallest positive solution, p*, of the non­
linear equation |x-p(//z)=l, and then choosing p<p*.
Although Lemma 3.1 gives information about the behaviour of u(x)  as x —»©°, 
it tells us nothing about u(x)  as x —>0, or about the derivatives of u. The next 
Lemma will enable us to determine such information.
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Lemma 3.2
Let k  satisfy A l. I f  f e C  and Df&L1, then the solution, u, of (1.1) is in C, 
D u e L 1 and
(/ -  K)(Du -  u(0)/c) = Df + u ( 0 )K k  . (3.10)
Proof
That u e C  follows from the discussion following the assumptions on k . Now write
( 1 .1 ) as
-  \ x  l K ( s ) d sJ—oo u(t)dt = f ( x ) ,dt
and integrate (formally) by parts to obtain
u(x) -  Jo°° j x 1 K(s)ds Du(t)dt -  u(0)jx K(s)ds  = f (x ) .  (3.11)
Differentiating (3.11) with respect to x yields
D u -  K Du -  u(Q>)k = Df, (3.12)
and evaluating (3.11) at x=0 yields
m(0) -  f°° f * K(s)ds Du(t)dt -  u(0) f°  ic(s)ds = /(0). (3.13)
JO  j —oo J —oo
Now for yeC  and suitable functions v define
L [(v,r)T] = (Kv,0 )T 
H [(v,r)TJ = (ric, h(v) + c>(0)r)T
where
^ U )  =  \ X K ( c ) d a  a n d  h ( v )  =  f ° ° 0 ( - c 7 ) v ( < 7 ) d c r .
j — OO * 0
Then (3.12) and (3.13) may be written as
( I - L - H )  (v ,/)T = (Df , f  (0))T , (3.14)
with v=Du, 7 =m(0). Now consider (3.14) in the space B ^ L ^ C ,  Note that B
becomes a Banach space when equipped with the norm
II ( v , r ) T| l s  =  m a x j l M l i . I r l
TIf (v,y) gB solves (3.14), then by reversing the process used to derive (3.14), it 
follows that
u(x) := 7 + J* V (3.15)
is the unique solution of (1.1). We shall now show that (3.14) has a unique solu- 
tion (v,y) gC.
TFirst we note that if (v,y) gB solves the homogeneous version of (3.14), then 
by reversing the process used to obtain (3.14), it follows that (3.15) is identically 
zero (since (1.1) has a unique solution mgC), which shows (v,y)T = OgB. Thus 
(/ -  L -  H)  is one-one on B. Also H is compact on B. To see this, let Bi and 
L} be the unit balls in B and L 1 respectively. Now from the definition of H  we 
have
/ / ( v , / ) T = ( 0 ,/z(v))T + /(k-,<D(0 ))T ,
which implies
//(B j) c  {OJx/iCLj1) + < (v,«D(0))t > , 
where <(k-,O(0))t > denotes the span of (*-,<X>(0))T in B. It then follows that
/7(B)i C {OJxiicZ?) + <(kM 0))> , (3.16)
where the bar denotes closure. Now h is of finite rank on L 1 and hence h is com­
pact on L 1, and so the set on the right hand side of (3.16) is compact. Thus //B j 
is compact which implies H is compact. Also, by Al, it follows that L is a con­
traction on B. Hence, by the Fredholm Alternative, (3.14) has a unique solution
T T
(v ,y) gB , and (3.15) describes the unique solution of (1.1) in terms of (v,y) gB.
To complete the proof note that by (3.14) and (3.15), Du = vg L l and 
u(0)=yeC satisfies (3.12). Rearranging (3.12) slightly yields (3.10) and the result 
is proved. □
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Now assume that the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold, and consider (3.10), 
which is an equation of the form (1.1) for D u - u ( 0 ) k . Let k  also satisfy A2 or A2' 
and A3. If we know that KiceC, then by Al it would follow that
(Du -  u(0)ic)eC provided D /eC , and hence from A3, Du would have a loga­
rithmic singularity at *=0. Further, if we know that K k ( x )  decays either exponen­
tially or polynomially as x —><», then, in view of Lemma 3.1, provided Df(x) is 
suitably behaved as x — we could determine the behaviour of
(Du(x) -  u ( 0 ) k ( x ) )  as x —>°°, and hence by A2 or A2' we would know the
behaviour of Du(x) as x —>«».
In Theorem 3.5 below, the process sketched above will be made rigorous and 
generalised to obtain information about the behaviour of higher derivatives of u. 
However, the proof of Theorem 3.5 requires certain very technical results about k  
and its image under various operators. These technical results are given in the next 
Lemma and its corollary.
Notation
In the subsequent analysis we will need the following important notational 
devices.
1 . If /  is an interval of R+ and /eN 0, then C l(J) will denote the space of func­
tions on R+ which have / continuous derivatives on /. Also, C°°(J) will denote 
the space of functions on R+ which are infinitely continuously differentiable on J.
2. For any /eN 0  and S>0, (pl 5 will denote a generic C l[0,S] function. That is, in 
each case <pi Se C l[0,S] but (pi 8 may be allowed to vary from instance to instance.
3. { /1 + / 2 +•••+/«} will denote a linear combination of the functions 
/ l  > y* 2*• • • * fn* The coefficients of the linear combination will be unknown, 
but their values will be immaterial to the argument.




I f  k  satisfies A l, A2, A3, then for all S>0 and all i ,k ,leN 0,
(a) (DKY/ceC00(0 ,<>o)
(b) ( D K ) 1k (x ) = {[(logx),+1 +(logxy+...+logx][l+x+...+j:/]}+^/^ U ), *e[0,tf]
(c) \ e ^ D k{DK)1 k { x ) \  —> 0 as x^>°°for all pe[0 ,p).
Part B
I f  k  satisfies A l, A2', A3, then for all S>0 and all i ,k tle N0, (a) and ( b )  hold 
together with
(c') \xfl D k(DK)lK:(x)\ —> 0 as x->°°for all p 'e [0 ,p ') .
Proof
Part A. Let i\fc,/eN0, £>0 and let k satisfy Al, A2 and A3. Note that for i=0, 
(a), (b) and (c) follow trivially from the assumptions A2 and A3. The proof for 
i+0 uses induction on /. We first show that \ff(x) defined to be y/(x)=ic(x) for all 
re R + satisfies the assumptions Y l, Y2 and Y3 of Lemma Al, Appendix A. By 
A3, satisfies Yl and Y2 (with p= l), and by A2, \y satisfies Y3. Then, Lemma 
Al(i) and (ii) show that (a) and (b) are true for i= 1, and Lemma Al(iii) (with k 
replaced by /:+l) shows that (c) is true for j= l. So let us assume that (a), (b) and 
(c) are true for i=meN. Then by (a), (b) and (c), y  defined to be 
y/(x)=(DK)mK(x) for all JteR+ satisfies the assumptions Yl, Y2 (with p=m+1) 
and Y3 of Lemma Al. Then, by Lemma Al(i),
(DK)m+iK = (DK)yreC~(0,°°), (3.17)
and by Lemma Al(ii),
CDK)m+lK(x) = DKy/(x)
= {[(logx)m+2 +(logx)m+1 +...+logx][l+^+...+jKl])+q>itS(x), xe[0,S] .
(3.18)
Also, Lemma Al(iii) shows that for all pe [0 ,p )
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\e*iXD k(DK)m+1 k ( x ) \  = |e ^ D k+lK\j/{x)\ —> 0 as x —><» . (3.19)
Then, by (3.17), (3.18) and (3.19), (a), (b) and (c) are true for i = m + \  and hence
for all igN0, which proves the result.
Part B. Let z,£,/eN0, £>0 and let k  satisfy Al, A2' and A3. Note that for z=0, 
(a), (b) and (c') follow trivially from the assumptions A2' and A3. The proof for 
follows analogously to the proof of Part A by first showing that \/r(x) defined 
to be \ff(x)=ic(x) for all jcgR + satisfies the assumptions Yl, Y2 and Y3' of 
Lemma Al, Appendix A. We omit the proof for the sake of brevity. □
Note that if k  satisfies Al, A2 or A2' and A3, then from Lemma 3.3 it fol­
lows that, considering k  as a function on R+,
( D K Y k e L 1 , (3.20)
for all igN0. Also from Lemma 3.3(a) (with i  replaced by i+ l), we see that for 
all igN0, K(DK)1k is infinitely continuously differentiable on (0,«») and so
KiDKytceCiOtOo) . (3.21)
By integrating Lemma 3.3(b) (with i replaced by i+ l) we obtain
^T(D^:)I/r(x)={[(logx)i+2 +(logxy+1 +...+logx][j:+x2 +...+j:/]}-i-^/t5 (j:), xe[0,S] ,
(3.22)
for all igN 0  and all l e N. Then (3.22) shows that K(DK)1k (x ) is continuous at 
*=0. Hence, if we write
K(DK)‘ic(x) =f*(DK)M K(t)dt + K(DK)‘k (0) , (3.23)
then (3.23), (3.22) and (3.20) (with i  replaced with z+1) show that K ( D K ) 1k ( x )
has a limit at infinity. This fact together with (3.21) and (3.22) show that
K{DK)1k&C for all /eN 0  . (3.24)
The following corollary generalises (3.24).
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Corollary 3.4
(i) I f  k satisfies A l, A2, A3, then for all p e [0 ,p ) and for all zeN0
e^K(DKYK(x) e C  .
(ii) I f  k  satisfies A l , A2', A3, then for all p 'e [0 ,p ')  and for all /gN 0
( 1  +xf'K(DKyic(x) e C  .
Proof
Let ie N0. We define y/(x) = (DK)1k(x ) for all re R +.
(i) Let k  satisfy Al, A2 and A3 and let pe[0 ,p ). Then by Lemma 3.3, Part A, yr 
satisfies the assumptions Yl, Y2(with p=i+1) and Y3 of Lemma Al. It then fol­
lows from Lemma Al(iii) that
| e^Kyr(x) \ -> 0 a s *— . (3.25)
Then (3.25) and (3.24) prove part (i).
(ii) Let k  satisfy Al, A2' and A3 and let p 'e [0 ,p ') . Then by Lemma 3.3, Part B, 
yr satisfies the assumptions Yl, Y2(with p= i+ l) and Y3' of Lemma Al. It then 
follows from Lemma Al(iv) that
| xM Ky/(x) | —> 0  as x-*°° ,
which implies
| ( 1  +xyi Ky/(x) | —> 0 as*-^eo. (3.26)
Then (3.26) and (3.24) prove part (ii). □
This brings us to the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 3.5
(i) Let k satisfy A l, A2, A3, and let ft be the number given in Lemma 3.1 (i). 
Then for all 0<p<\ and all le N, if /e C /[e _/zx], the solution, u, of (1.1) satisfies 
u e C ^ e - ^ ] .
(ii) Let k  satisfy Al, A2', A3, let j i '  be the number given in Lemma 3.1(H), and
let p">m ax{l,p '}. Then for all 0</?<l and all le N, if feC l[x~^ '], the solu­
tion, u, of (1.1) satisfies ueCpix"^'].
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Proof
We motivate the proof of (i) and (ii) by first determining the behaviour of Du(x) 
and D 2u(x ) as x —>0 under the conditions given in (i) and (ii) with />2. We then 
give the proof of (i) and (ii) simultaneously.
So let 0</?<l, />2, and let //, fi' and /z" be determined as in the statement 
of the theorem. Let k satisfy Al, A2 (respectively A2'), A3, and let /e C /[e “H
(respectively feC j[x ~ M ]). Then the conditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied by
(1.1) and so (3.10) holds. Now if we let
U\ -  Du -  u(0)jc (3.27)
and
f i  = Df + u(0)Kk , (3.28)
then we can write (3.10) as
ux -  Kux = f i  . (3.29)
Now f i  eC  since D feC  and (3.24) shows that u(0)Kk eC. Hence from (3.29) and
Al we have U\ eC. Then, from (3.27) and A3, it follows that the behaviour of 
Du(x) as x —>0 is dominated by logx.
To determine the behaviour of D 2u(x) as x —>0 consider (3.29). Now f \ ^ C  
and D fie L 1 since D 2 / e L 1 and (3.20) shows that u(0)(DK)KeL1. Thus, the con­
ditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied by (3.29) and so we have
(/ -  K){Dux -  ux(0)k) = Dfi + ux{0)Kk . (3.30)
Now the right hand side of (3.30) is not, in general, continuous on R+, since
Lemma 3.3(b) shows that u(0)(DK)k$C, and so, by (3.28), it follows that
D f i £C, in general. However we can regularize (3.30) by defining a new function 
m2  where
« 2  = Dui -  «i(0)ic -  u(0)(DK)k . (3.31)
Then we may write (3.30) as
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u2 -  Ku2 = f i  » (3.32)
where
f 2 = D 2f  + U\(0)Kjc + u(0)K(DK)/c . (3.33)
N ow /2eC  since D 2f e C  and (3.24) shows that
ux(Q>)Kk + u(0)K(DK)k eC  .
Hence from (3.32) and Al it follows that u2eC. Now from (3.31) and (3.27) we 
have
u2 = D 2u -  u(0)Dk -  Ui (0)k -  u(0)(DK)tc, (3.34)
and so, from Lemma 3.3(b) and A3, the behaviour of D 2u(x) as x —>0 is dom­
inated by ( 1  Ix + logx).
By applying the above model recursively, we can obtain information about 
higher derivatives of u. Using (3.20) and (3.24), it is straightforward to show that 
the sequences
i uk)k=o > {/jtJjLo
defined by
h0  = fo = f
Ufr = Duk_x -  X  um(0)(DK)k~l~mic, k= 1....... / (3.35)
m -  0
f k = D kf  + E«m(0)K(DK)k- 1- mK, k = l , . . .J  , (3.36)
m=0
are continuous and satisfy
uk -  Kuk = /* , £=0,...,/. (3.37)
From (3.35) it follows that
D ku = 2  j? u m(0)Dn-HDK)k- m- nK + uk , k= l,.. . ,l ,  (3.38)
n—\ m=0
where ukeC. This expansion is valid on R+. Setting k-l ,  restricting the expansion
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to [0,<5] for arbitrary <5>0 and integrating / times yields
/ l - n
« ( * ) = £  ' Z D (DK),- m-"ic(x) + D-'uiix) + p,(x), xg[0,<5],
n= 1 m=0
(3.39)
where D~l denotes an /-fold indefinite integral and pt is some polynomial of 
degree 1-1. Now putting q - l - n  in (3.39) yields
«(*) = S  + q>l s {x) , *e[0,S]. (3.40)
q=0 m=0
Then, from (3.40), Lemma 3.3(b) and A3, it follows that
u(x)  = {[(logx)/+(logx)/-1+...+logx]|>+;t2+...-i-;t/]} + <Pits(x) , jcg[0,<5].
(3.41)
This determines the regularity of u(x) as jc—>0.
To complete the proof of (i), let k satisfy Al, A2 and A3, let /G C /[e_/a] 
and consider (3.37). Now eMXf k(x )eC , k=0 ,...,/, since eMXD kf(x )e C ,  
£=0,...,/, and Corollary 3.4(i) shows that
e 1"  ^ , u mm K ( D K ) k- l - mK(x) e C ,  k= 1..... /.
m=0
Hence, from (3.37) and Lemma 3.1(i), it follows that &=0,...,/.
Then (3.38), Lemma 3.3(c) and A2 show that
D ku(x) = 0 ( e _MX) as x->°°, k - 0 ,...,/. (3.42)
Then (i) follows from (3.41) and (3.42).
Now for part (ii), let k satisfy Al, A2', A3, let /e C /[x~^ ], and consider 
(3.37) again. Now (l+xy1' f k(x)eC, fc=0,...,/, since ( 1  +xyi D kf ( x )e C ,  k=0,...,/, 
and Corollary 3.4(ii) shows that
( l+ * r ' 2 um(V )K (D K f- '-mK(x) G C,
m=0
Hence, from (3.37) and Lemma 3.1(ii), it follows that (1+jcyi uk(x )eC t &=0,...,/.
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Then (3.38), Lemma 3.3(c') and A2' show that
D ku(x) = 0 (0 + * )- ''')  = 0 ( x as x->co, k=0 Z. (3.43)
Then (ii) follows from (3.41) and (3.43). □
In the examples of (1.1) arising in radiative transfer it is often of interest to 
consider the equation
u — Ku = C (3.44)
where C>0 is a constant, (see Chapter 5, §5.2.2 and § 5.3.2). Recall the discussion 
in Remark 1 following the assumptions of this Chapter. Clearly w(°°)+0 in this
case. A rearrangement of (3.44) results in an equation of the form (1.1) for
#=m- m(°o), with
a -  KU = F , (3.45)
where in this case
(l-£(0))
c (-£(0) + Kl(x))
(l-£(0))
= u (°°) j~ic(t)dt . (3.46)
By A3, F does not satisfy either D lF eC  for />1, or D lF ^ L l for />2. Thus F 
does not satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.5 for /> 1.
The following theorem describes the regularity of it in (3.45) with F given by
(3.46).
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Theorem 3.6
(i) Let k  satisfy A l, A2 and A3, and let fi be the number given in Lemma 3.1(i). 
Then for all 0</?<l and all l e N, the solution, U, of (3.45), with F given by (3.46), 
satisfies UeCpie'***].
(ii) Let k  satisfy A l, A2' and A3, and let f i '  be the number given in Lemma 
3J(ii). Then for all 0</?< 1 and all leN, the solution, tt, of (3.45), with F given by
(3.46), satisfies UeCp[x~^'].
Proof
We motivate the proof of (i) and (ii) by first determining the behaviour of Du(x) 
and D 2u(x ) as Jt-»0 under the conditions given in (i) and (ii). We then generate 
sequences corresponding to those given in the proof of Theorem 3.5, namely
(3.35), (3.36) and (3.37). The proofs of (i) and (ii) will then follow analogously to 
the proofs of (i) and (ii) in Theorem 3.5.
So let 0</?<l, l e N and let fi and // ' be determined as in the statement of the 
theorem. Let k  satisfy Al, A2 (respectively A2'), A3, and consider (3.45) with F 
given by (3.46). Now from A3 we have FeC. Also note that by Al we have
DF = -u(°°)D f00** = u(o=>)fc e L 1 .
Jx
Thus the conditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied by (3.45) and so (3.10) holds. 
Hence we have
( /  -  K)(DU -  U ( 0 ) k )  =  DF +  a(0)Kic
=u(°°) k + a(0)KK . (3.47)
Now by A3, the right hand side of (3.47) is not continuous on R+. However we
can regularize (3.47) by defining a new function, , where
Ui = DU -  U(0)k -  u(°°)ic . (3.48)
Then we can write (3.47) as
tti -  KUX = F x , (3.49)
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where
Fl = u(oo)Kk + a(0)Kk . (3.50)
Now (3.24) shows that F^gC, and so, by (3.49) and Al, it follows that tfjeC.
Then (3.48) and A3 show that the behaviour of DU{x) as x->0 is dominated by
log*.
To determine the behaviour of D 2ft(x) as x —>0 consider (3.49). We have
F jg C  and (3.20) shows that DFjgL 1. Thus (3.49) satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 3.2 and so we have
(/ -  K){Dax -  tfi(O)*-) = DFl + U ^ K k .
Then, using (3.50), it follows that
(/ -  K)(Dax -  a{(P)K) = u(oo)(DK)k + a(0)(DK)ic + a^tyKic. (3.51)
Now by Lemma 3.3(b), the right hand side of (3.51) is not continuous on R+. 
However we can regularize (3.51) by defining a new function, tt2, where
a2 = Dax -  a ^ K  -  u(<x>)(d k )k -  a(0)(DK)K. (3.52)
Then we can write (3.51) as
02 - K 0 2= F 2 t  (3.53)
where
F2 = u(oo)K(DK)k + tt(0)K(DK)tc + ^ ( 0 ) ^  . (3.54)
Now by (3.24) we have F2gC, and so, from (3.53) and Al, it follows that ifyeC. 
From (3.52) and (3.48) we have
#2 = D 2U -  a(0)Dic -  u(oo)Dk -  U ^ k  -  u (oo ) (D K )k  -  a(0)(DK)ic g C.
(3.55)
Hence, from (3.55), Lemma 3.3(b) and A3, the behaviour of D 2U(x) as x —>0 is 
dominated by (1/jc + logx).
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By applying the above model recursively, we can obtain information about 




a0 = a, f 0 = f
k~l u 1 t 1ak = DUk_x -  ^ a m(0)(DK)k- l- mtc -  u{oo){DK)k~l K, *=1,...,/ (3.56)
m -  0
Fk = £ a m(0)K(DK)k- l- n'ic + u M K (D K )k~l ic, k= l,...,l ,
m=0
are continuous and satisfy
ttk -  KUk = Fkt fc=0,...,/.
Now from (3.56) it follows that
D ka = £  am(0)Dn~1 (DK)k- m~nK + + ak, *= i,
n= 1 m=0 m=0
where ttkeC.
The proofs of (i) and (ii) then follow analogously to the proofs of (i) and (ii) 
in Theorem 3.5. □
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CHAPTER 4 
THE NYSTROM-PRODUCT INTEGRATION METHOD
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 1, §1.4.2 we introduced the Nystrom-Product Integration approxi­
mation, for the solution, w, of (1.1), (see (1.29)). In this Chapter we shall carry 
out a convergence analysis for u-un in the space C, where
u- u„ = ( I -  Kit>arHK -  Kit,n)u , (4.1)
(see (1.34)). Our analysis will consist of two parts. In §4.2 we prove a stability
result which gives a bound on || (/ -  K^ n)~l | | u n d e r  the assumptions, Al, A2
or A2' and A3 of Chapter 3, and an additional assumption on the mesh
l ln :0=jc0<x1<...<jtn=oo. In §4.3 and §4.4 we prove consistency results under the 
assumptions A l, A2, A3 and Al, A2\ A3, respectively, for families of meshes 
which satisfy the stability requirements of §4.2. These consistency results bound 
the order of convergence of ||(Jf -  K ^ tn)u \\00 as «—>«>.
From now on C will denote a generic constant independent of n. Recall 
/ t=(xt_i ,jq), hi=Xi-Xi_i and for any v:R+-»C, v,=v on /,, v,=0 on R+\ / i-. 
Recall also that m<R<2m is the order of the quadrature rule (1.21), with points 
 £m> andxij=xi_l +£j hi.
We shall use the following proposition in our analysis, the proof of which is 
taken from [12, Lemma 1 (ii)].
Proposition 4.1
Let veC  and let II„ be any mesh. I f  || (Dv)t-1| j <°°, there exists a constant C 
independent of n j  and v such that for l< i< n-l
m
I -  c  ( l v i l l l  +  * i l l ( £ ) v ) i l l l )  •
;=i
Proof
For all j= l, . . . ,m  and;te/{- we have
|v(x) -  v f e ) | = I \xDv(a)da | < IKDv),! x .
*y
Then using the triangle inequality we obtain
|v(xff)| S |vU )| + II (Dv)i II! , 
and integrating with respect to x  yields
^  | v(Xij) | S || v, || j + ^  || (Dv), | | ! .
Then multiplying by \wj\ and summing over y= l,...,m  gives the result, with
m
c  = x  Wj\ • □
;=i
4.2 STABILITY
We shall prove stability under the following general assumption on n„.
Ml. For each e>0, there exists i*=i*(etn)>l, with 1 <i*<n, such that 
hi<£ for all 1 <i<n-i*, and all n sufficiently large.
We will assume that for any n, i* is chosen so that
hi<y0 , \<i<n-i*, (4.2)
for some constant y0 independent of n and i. Recall the definition of
(jc), &=1,2, introduced in §1.4.2, and note that for all xeR+,
Qm(;t)c:[;c-y, x+y], where y=S+y0. (4.3)
In §4.3 and §4.4 we shall be concerned with specific meshes suitable for approxi­
mating u. These will satisfy Ml.
Our proof of stability depends on the properties of Kiit and K ^ n as operators 
on a certain function space, defined as follows. For 0</?<l and v:R+—»C, 
define
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Iv |a/j = supj ||v(-+r) -  v(*)||oo/^ : x > 0
Then,
A? :=
and a norm on AP may be defined by
[v|| Afi= max- IM U ,|v| a,
We need the following two propositions in order to prove stability.
Proposition 4.2
Let 0</?<l, and let veC. I f  ||v ('+ r) -  v(*)ILA^ is bounded for sufficiently
small r>0, then vgA&, with |v |A* < C||v
Proof
Suppose there exists A/,r0>0 such that 
||v(--t-r) -  v(*]
.fi
•<M , 0< r< r0 •
Then for r> r0 we have
||v(-+t) -  v ( - ) I L  ^  l | v ( - + f ) | L  +  M L  ^ 2  „ „
 ^  ^ - d |v |L  •
.fi •fi
Hence,
v(-+r) -  v(*)IL „ , , ,  2 .sup------------   < max{A/ , —  v „}<oo ,
T > 0 .fi
and so veA^ as required. Also, the last inequality shows
\v\Ap< C max{l , Iv lL J , 





Let 0</?<l, let n n be any mesh and let l< i< n-l. I f v e A & and <p is continuously
differentiable on l v then
(i) ||(v v(jc,-))fII~ £ hf\\v\\Af .
• II vll A"
Proof
(i) If xeli  then
|v(x)-v(x,)| = \ v ( x + ( X i - x ) ) - v ( x ) \
£ (x .-x /IM I A» £ /if II v IIA, ,
which proves part (i).
(ii) For x e /,• and any constant d, we have
|(/-/>„)(?>v)(x)| = \(I-P n)(vv-d)(x)\ < CllCpv-d);IL • 
Then, putting d=ip(xi)v(xi), (i) above and the Mean Value Theorem give 
\<p(x)v(,x)-d\ <, |^(x)(v(x)-v(Xi))| + |(»>(x)-«)(xi»v(xI)| 
s^ W Jviv  + AjicwJ-lvi.. 
which yields the required estimate. □
The next two lemmas study K and K^ n in h f .  The first result shows 
Kiltt n :C—>hP is uniformly bounded.
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Lemma 4.4
Let veC, let 0</?<l and let k satisfy Al, A2( or A l')  and A3. Then for any n, if 
i* is chosen so that (42) is satisfied, we have A? and
l|tfi„ ,„ v ||A,  ^  C ||v |U
with C independent of n, i* and v.
Proof
By (1.26) and the triangle inequality,
\ K ^ nv(x)\ < |AT/i1 „v(jc)| + \K$tHv(x)\. (4.4)
We shall bound each term on the right hand side of (4.4) separately. For the first
term,
| A T / « „ v ( x ) |  <  / Q I U ( I ) I * ( * - 0 |  | P „ ( a ( * - ) v ( - ) ) ( f ) l *  
s l ^ l -  1 1 * 1 1, l l v l U
S C W . ,  (4.5)
with y as in (4.3), where (4.5) follows by A3.
For the second term,
m
I ^ S , « v U ) l  = 1 Z  2  wj  x i x - x i j M x i j W i |
i e Q l2](x) ;= 1 
m
<  2  h i 2  Iwj  K ( x ~ x ij)\  IIv IIoo
i e Q l2](x) j =  1
< c  s
i e Q [2](x)
\\k (x —  ) i l i  + hi\\Dic(x );|| i j  l l v l U  
< C ||v |L . (4.6)
The second inequality follows from Proposition 4.1, and the final inequality fol­
lows from A2(or A2') and (4.2). Hence, (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) give
I I V I I » £  C ||v |L . (4.7)
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To complete the proof we need to show ATl+nveC  with
(4.8)
First we note
|KiA,tnv(x+T) -  K ^ nv(x)\ < IK$ nv{x+T) -  K $tnv(x)\ + IK gtnv(x+T) -  K\l nv(x)I
(4.9)
A careful examination of the definition of £2[11(;c) shows that when r< l is suffi­
ciently small, Q[11(x+ t) = n [1](jc). In this case, a simple manipulation shows
\K V nv(x +T) -  KVtnv(x)| < jQ[l]{x)\b (x+ T -t)-b (x-t)| \Pn(a(x-)v(-))(t)\d t  
+ [(a (*+7-*) ~ a(x--))v(-)^(t)\dt.
Using the expression (1.11) for b and some elementary analysis (see, e.g. [21]), the 
first term in this inequality is bounded by C T|logr| Hvll^. Since a is smooth and 
\b\ integrable on [-y ,y], the second term is bounded by C t|| v|| «„. Hence we have
|/srwnv(AC+T) -  A-J^vW l 2 C r'9IIVII„ . (4.10)
Also observe that
|Kl% v(x+t)  -  K !lnv(x)\ < 2  hi
i e Q l2](x)
2  I Wj (K(x+T-Xy) -  K(x-Xjj))l 
j
II VII
<; r  £  ^
i e Q l2](x)
£  | Wj D K ( € x - X i j)I
j
M L ,
with x < £ x < x + t , where we have used the Mean Value Theorem. Thus, Proposition 
4.1, A2 (or A2') and (4.2) yield
\K j^nv(x+t) -  KW nv(x)I < C -r||v||„ f“  (|D/c| + \D2k \) < C ^ | |v | |„ .
(4.11)
Hence, for t< \  sufficiently small, (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) show 
\ K i ,  nv(x+T) -  -KTi.^vCOl £ C I^IM U . 
This shows K ^ nv is continuous on R+.
Also, when x  is sufficiently large Q[1](*) = 0 ,  and since, by Al, x(.x)-»0 as 
we have K ^ nv(x) = Kjl\nv(x)—>0 as x —>°°. So, nv e C .  (4.8) now 
follows by applying Proposition 4.2. □
Lemma 4.5
Let veA^ with 0</?<l, and let k satisfy Al, A2{or A2') and A3. Then for any n 
and i*,
II(Ki, ~ S C max i/if  ,ht ,h l
1 <i<n- i*  1
Proof
First we write
(K„ -  K„<n)v = (AT/» -  K}St„)v + (Xff -  K V n)v.
Using (1.10), (1.11) and Proposition 4.3(ii), we have
|(AT/S -  AT/Sin)v(jc)| < j ;  t. \b(x-t)\d t  || (/-/>„) ( a ( x - ) v (OXlU
i e Q [l](x)
< C  max {/if,/!,} ||v ||A/». (4.12)
1 <i<n- i*
Also, some elementary manipulations show
|(Kg -  K $ tn)v(x)\ < X  |J K(x-t)(v(t)-v(Xi))dt\
ieQ™{x)  ‘
+  Z  Z  I xr (jt— ) ( v (x x-) —y (JCy)) J /2X-
i e Q [2](x) j
+ X  |v(x;) 
ieQmW
j  K(x-t)dt -  ^JVjK(x-Xij)/l,
(4.13)
Now consider the right-hand side of (4.13). Using A2(or A2') and Proposition 
4.3(i), the first term may be bounded by
C max hf\\v\\Ap. (4.14)
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Using, in addition, Proposition 4.1 and (4.2), the second term may also be bounded 
in the form (4.14). Similarly, (2.3) bounds the last term by
C max ^  II v 11^.
Collecting these bounds together in (4.13) and combining with (4.12) proves the 
Lemma. □
The main result of this section then, is the following.
Theorem 4.6
Under the assumptions A l, Al(or A2'j A3 and M l, there exists i*=i*(e,n), such 
that
IK z-A T .^rM L  s c ,
for all n sufficiently large.
Proof
The key step will be to show that, for any 77 >0, there exists a sequence 
i* = **(7 7 ,77) such that
|| ( ^ + 7 7, (4.15)
which will be sufficient to prove the theorem. To see this, note that
(/ -  K-„ + K ^ n)(I -  K ^ n) = /  -  K-„ + (K^ -  Ki4t n)Ki^n. (4.16)
Since ||ATi* ||00<||i?’||00< l, it follows that ||(/ -  Aril(,)—11| oo< C. With 77 sufficiently 
small, (4.15) and the Banach Lemma imply that the right hand side of (4.16) is 
invertible with uniformly bounded inverse. This implies I  -  n is one-one, and, 
since K^ n is finite rank, I  -  n is invertible. Hence by (4.16) and (4.7),
IK/ -  * c.
To obtain (4.15), we note that Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 show 
|| (Ki. -  ^..JTTi.^vll C max {h?,h,,h?) | |v |L •
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Now for any 7j>0t choose £ = m in f l^ /C ) 1^ 3}, and let i* = i*(e,n) be as deter­
mined by Ml. Then it is easy to see that
U K ^  -ATt.+f/I) ^ >nv ||eo< 7 /||v ||00, 
giving (4.15) as required. □
In a sense this proof is a generalisation of the proof in [12] of the stability of 
the Nystrom method for (1.1) when k is smooth on (-°°,°°). Then KiAtn is a 
bounded operator from C to CR, and this fact makes the proof of (4.15) more 
straightforward than in this thesis. Here Kiif n has a much weaker smoothing pro­
perty encapsulated in Lemma 4.4. However, this, together with Lemma 4.5, are 
still enough to prove stability as shown above.
4.3 CONSISTENCY - THE EXPONENTIAL CASE
Throughout this section we assume k satisfies Al, A2 and A3. Recall 
Theorem 3.5(i), which says that, provided /  behaves suitably, the solution, «, of
(1.1) is in C^[e_MX] for some l e N, /z>0 and all 0</?<l. We will approximate 
such a u on the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), introduced in Chapter 2 
§2.3.1. Now from (2.18), we have for i=N+l,...,(r+l)N-k0- i*  (- n - i *) and 
any l< i*< n-l,
ht< <72 1(r+ l)N-k0- i
1
I* (4.17)
Then for arbitrary £>0, choose i*(e) such that q2/i*<£- Thus (2.17) and (4.17) 
show that for all l<z'<«-/*, we have hx<£ when n is sufficiently large. Hence, the 
exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), satisfies Ml, and in fact, in this case, i* may 
be chosen independently of n.
We now prove the main theorem of this section, which shows that there 
exists /* independent of n, such that, provided q\ and q2 are appropriately chosen, 
our method converges with at least 0(1 /nm), where m is the number of quadrature
points in rule (1.21). If R (the order of (1.21)) is greater than m, then our method 
may converge even faster.
Theorem 4.7
Let n „  be the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15). Then, there exists i* indepen­
dent of n such that, for all n sufficiently large, stability holds. Let p>0 be deter­
mined as in Lemma 3.1(i), and let 0<p<l.
(i) I f  R>m+1 and u e C ^ +1[e“'“ ], then
provided qi>(m+l)l p  and q2>(m+1)1 p.
(ii) I f  R -m  and MGC^[e“F ], then
C - M  II m-/, ,
n
provided q{>mlp and q2^.mlp.
REMARK. Conditions sufficient to ensure the required regularity of u are given in 
Theorem 3.5(i).
Proof
Theorem 4.6 and the remarks following (4.17) prove stability for some i* indepen­
dent of n. Then (4.1) shows that we need only bound
(K -  K ^ n)u(x) = (K -  KiJu{x) + -  KWn)u(x) + (K$ -  K\*tH)u(x),
(4.18)
as n—>oo for any fixed i*. Note that for all sufficiently large n, *n_,> will always 
lie in (l,°o).
Proof of (i)
For convenience, let ||u|| = || Note that
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< C exp(-^xn_f*)||«|| = C i*rN
Mi
II u| (4.20)
< C 1m+1 MII, (4.21)n
by (2.15), choice of q2 and (2.16).
roi
Also, using Proposition 2.2 (with l=m+l<R) we have, when l^Q  (.x ), 
| ( X / J  -Kll„)u(x)\  < C  2  A f + 1 l | 0 m + 1 ( « r ( J C - ) u ( - ) ) i l l i
»eGl21(x)
<  C  2  h r 1 mf  1 I ,  II ( D • « ) , » .
iej2t21(x) u=0




where we have used the Leibniz rule, Proposition 2.5 (with t=m+1), our choice of 
qi and q2, (2.16) and A2. If 1 e Q l2](x), we use, in addition, the estimate
|J/i( / -P II)(ic(x-)M (-))(0A | ^ C / z J k O t- O i lU k lL  (4.24)
< C 1m+l Mil,n
by A2, (2.14), choice of q\ and (2.16). Hence (4.23) remains true even when 
1 e Q m(x).
Now we deal with (Kj'J -  K$ n)u(x). Define, for each jcgR+, a piecewise 
constant function \jfx by
Yx(t) = h f l \h b(x-%)dt; := y/x i  for re/,-. (4.25)
Then, since R>m+1, we have
(K% -  KH\n)u(x) = J  { (b(x-t)-yrx(t))(I-Pn)(a(x--)u(-)-v(-))(t)dt
+ E  ¥x,i \r ( I -P n)(a(x--)u(-)-w(-))(t)dt
ieQll](x)
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:= T ^ x )  + T2(x ), say, (4.26)
where, for each i, vt-, and w,- are chosen to be, respectively, the m th and (m+ \)th 
order Taylor polynomials for a{x-')u(')  about jct*.
Now suppose 1 $Q [l](x). Then Taylor’s Theorem gives
||(/-/>„)(a(x-)M (-)-f(-))ilL  S C h[ ||D '(a (x -)» (-)) ilL , (4.27)
where l=m (respectively m+l)  when £=v (respectively w). Then the Leibniz rule, 
A3 and Proposition 2.5 (with t=m+fi) bound Tj (x) by
m
l ^ l Wl  ^  c  £  | | ( * U - ) - ^ ) i l l l  h r  £  ||(D U«);IL (4.28)
i s Q ll](x) v=0
e  u c * ( ^ — ) — ii i ] i « n .
n i e Q [l](x) 
and Lemma Bl(ii) of Appendix B shows
17)0:)| < C — (4.29) 
Also, by Lemma Bl(i), (4.27) and the Leibniz rule, we have
~ m+l
i t 2w i  s c  £  \ \ogh i\h r2 z  i ( d •« ),!«
i e Q ll](x) v=0
m+l
< C  £  M r 1’ * X  II(£>“«);| -  , (4.30)
i e Q ll](x) v=0
for any fixed fi>£>0. Now if 2<i<N we may argue as in the proof of Proposition 
2.5 to show that
M +1-£||(D m+1K);»„ < c  — L— 1|„|| , (4.31)
whenever
qx > (m +l-£)/(/?-£). (4.32)
But, since (m +l-£)/(/?-£)> (m+l)//?, our choice of q\ ensures that (4.32) will be 
satisfied for all e sufficiently close to zero. Now fix e in the range 0<£<1 -/?, so
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that (4.32) also holds. Then (4.31) yields
ftr+l - , | | ( D m+l„).|U  £ C _ L _ | | u fl
The above remarks, together with Proposition 2.5, show
I J j W I s C  E  h-t - ^ U \ < 2 r c - ^ \ \ u \ \ .  (4.33)
i e Q [l](x) n  *  H
Hence when \ $ Q [l](x) we have, from (4.26), (4.29) and (4.33),
II(K\" -  KWn) 4 „ < C II«||. (4.34)
Now if leQ  (x), the additional term
jh b (x - t) ( I -P n)(a(x-)u(-))(t)d t  (4.35)
must be bounded. However,
|tf(-*-r)n(r) -  a(j:)n(0)| = \j^D(a(x—)u(-))(a)da\
£  C Jo‘( | m((j ) | +  \Du(a)\)da
s  c  i h  + j ‘0 <r^ _1d<T)||u||
< C / if  ||n || (4.36)
by (2.14), choice of qx and (2.16). So, replacing a(x-*)u(•) by 
a ( x - 9)u(')-a(x)u(0)  in (4.35), and recalling (1.11), shows that (4.34) remains 
true even when \ e Q [l](x).
Now substitution of (4.21), (4.23) and (4.34) in (4.18) yields the required esti­
mate.
Proof of (ii)
For convenience let || w||=||«:e-/**||mf/j • Note that (4.20), our choice of q2 and 
(2.16) show
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(4.37)
Also, using Proposition 2.2 (with l=m=R) we have when l$ Q l2](x)>
\(KS - K g tH)u(x)\ < C  £  hr\\D m{K{x-)u{-))i \\l
i s Q [2](x)
m




where we have used the Leibniz rule, Proposition 2.5 (with t=m)t our choice of qj 
and q2 and A2. If 1 &Qm{x), (4.24), A2, (2.14), choice of qi and (2.16) show that
(4.39) remains true.
Now we deal with (AT/J -  KjlJ n)u(x). When l | 0 [11(x), we have
where for each /, v,- is chosen to be the mth order Taylor polynomial for 
a(x-*)u(•) about xr  Then using (4.27), the Leibniz rule, A3, Proposition 2.5 
(with f=m), our choice of qi and q2> and (2.16) we have
When le (2 [11(*)» the additional term (4.35) must be bounded. However (4.36) 
holds. Thus, replacing a (x - ' )u (•) by a(x-*)u(')-a{x)u(0) in (4.35) shows that
(4.41) remains true by A3, (2.14), our choice of q± and (2.16).
Then substituting (4.37), (4.39), and (4.41) in (4.18), yields the required esti­
mate. □






(i) The proof of (4.34) in Theorem 4.7(i), generalises the techniques used by 
Schneider [37] and Chandler [10], for weakly singular integral equations on a fin­
ite interval.
(ii) Consider the case when /  = C = constant > 0 in (1.1) and recall the discus­
sion following Theorem 3.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.6(i), the solution, 
U -  u -  u(oo), of (3.45) (an equation of the form (1.1) for ff) with F, in (3.45), 
given by (3.46), satisfies UeCple- **] for all leN, 0<fi<l and some fi>0. Thus, 
Theorem 4.7 holds for (3.45).
4.4 CONSISTENCY - THE POLYNOMIAL CASE
Throughout this section we assume k  satisfies Al, A2' and A3. Recall 
Theorem 3.5(ii) which says that, provided /  behaves suitably, the solution, m, of
(1.1) is in C lp[x~^'\  for some le N, //'>0 and all 0</?<l. We will approximate 
such a u on the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), introduced in Chapter 2 
§2.3.2. Note that for any fixed i*>1 and n sufficiently large, we have for 









by (2.41). Recall that N=0(n) and n= 0(N ) (see (2.35)). Then from (4.42) it fol­
lows that, to ensure Ml (and therefore (4.2)), we must choose i*=i*(n) to be an 
increasing function of n. Also, note that for large n, xn_{* will always lie in 
(1,<*>). Now (4.19) holds, and so if ueCj}[x~fi'] then (4.19) and (2.34) show that
KAr - f f i . Mj o l  < M - I I u | |





u: x i.fi (4.43)
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for all jceR+.
Recall that \(K -  K^)u(x)\ is one of the terms in the consistency error
(4.18). Suppose an increasing i*(n) has been found so that Ml (and hence stabil­
ity) holds, then the method cannot be shown to converge to 0 as N —>oo (or, 
equivalently as n—»°o), unless the right hand side of (4.43) converges to 0 as 
Now clearly i*(n) must be chosen very carefully, since an i*(n) which 
increases fast enough to ensure stability may prove to increase so fast so as to 
hinder the convergence of \\(K -  K ^uW ^  (and hence the convergence of the 
Nystrom-Product Integration method) as N — Thus we need to choose an i*(n) 
which is finely tuned so that Ml holds but so that the convergence of (4.43) to 0 
is as fast as possible. In this thesis we restrict to the choice of i*(n)=(rN)a for 
some 0<a<l .  Then, to satisfy Ml, (4.42) shows that we need a(p 2 + l)-P 2 >Q or




provided p 'p2- t - a p 'p 2>0, or
Thus, if i*=(rN)a with
for some t>0, then Ml holds, and (4.43) and (4.44) show
(4.45)
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Now such an a  exists provided
< 1 -  '
P2+1 n'Pi
or
P i ( p ' - t ) > t  ,
which yields the choice p 2 > t l ( p ' - t ) ,  a valid choice of p 2 provided t < j n ' .  Thus, 
we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8
Let 0</?<l and let u e C p [ x L e t  TLn be the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and 
(2.34). Then for all Octc/z', there exists i*=(rN)a with
Pi ^  t <a< 1 -Pi+l p 'p2
such that Ml holds and
IK* -  ^ i.) ii |L <  ,
provided p2>tl(p'-t).
n
The convergence analysis for the polynomial decay case is more complicated 
than in the exponential case. It turns out however that, under the conditions of 
Lemma 4.8 above, the whole consistency error (4.18) converges with 0 ( l / n f)- 
The main result of this section is Theorem 4.9 which shows that with i* chosen as 
in Lemma 4.8, and with p 1 and p2 appropriately chosen, our numerical method for
(1.1) converges with at least 0 ( l ln m) if m<p'. If m>p' then our method con­
verges with almost 0 ( l ln **'). If p'>R>m+1 then we can show 0 ( l /n m+P) con­
vergence for all 0<p<l.
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Theorem 4.9
Let n n be the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34). Let p'>0 be determined as in 
Lemma 3.1(ii), let 0 </?<l and let ueCpl+1[x~M'].
(i) I f  R -m < p ' then
c — . (4.46)
n
providedPi>ml(3 andp2>mi(pf-m).
(ii) I f  R>m+l>p'>m then (4.46) holds providedPi>ml[3 andp2>ml(p'-m).
(iii) I f  R -m > p f then
||u -u „ ||_ <  C —-7— , (4.47)
n*
for all 0<£<p', providedPi>mJ(3 andP2 >(p'-e)/£.
(iv) I f  R ^m + l and m>p' then (4.47) holds for all 0<£<p', provided pf>m! (3 and 
p2>(p'-£)/e.
(v) I f  p'>R>m+\ then
providedpi>(m+l)l(3 andP2 >(m+l)/(p'-(m+l)).
REMARK. Conditions sufficient to ensure the required regularity of u are 
described in Theorem 3.5(ii).
Proof 
Proof of (i)
For convenience let || w||=|| '|| m^ .  Under the conditions of (i) we can apply
Lemma 4.8 with t -m < p \  and our choice of p2 ensures that there exists an
- 97
i*=(rN)a with
Pi t m <a< 1 -
p2+ l p'Pi
for which Ml holds and for which
IK A r-A Ti.H LsC -M M I- (4.48)nm
With this choice of /*, Theorem 4.6 ensures stability and then 4.1 shows that we 
need only bound
(K -  Ki+ n)u(x) =(K -  Ki+)u(x) + (K$ -  K ^ n)u(x) + (Kg -  K ^ H)u(x)9
(4.49)
as n — for this choice of i*. Note that for all sufficiently large n> will 
always lie in (1,°°).
First consider { K ^ - K ^  n)u{x). Note that (4.38) still holds and thus, when 
l$ Q l2\x ) ,  we have
m
- j s t » s . „ ) m ( j c ) 1  <.c 2  l l ( 0 ” “ ) i l L
i e Q [2](x) v=0
s  c - M « l l . (4-50)n
where the last inequality follows from A2', Proposition 2.9 (with t -m < pf), our 
choice of pi and p2> anc* (2.35). Now note that (4.24) still holds, and so if 
l e Q m(x) then (4.50) remains true by (2.33), our choice of p j, (2.35) and A2'.
Now we deal with (K[2 -  K$ n)u(x). Observe that (4.40) holds and thus,
when l$ Q [l](x), (4.27) (with /=m), the Leibniz rule and A3 show
m
ICAT/i1 -  K H n)u(x)\ < C £  ||& U -),lliA f E I I ( £ m “ ) , I L
i z Q m (x) u=0
^ C —~"||«|| . (4.51)
n
where (4.51) follows from Proposition 2.9 (with t -m < p '\  our choice of Pi and
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p2, (2.35) and A3. When le j2 [11C*)» the additional term given by (4.35) must be 
bounded. However (4.36) holds. Thus, replacing a(x-*)u(•) by 
a(x-*)u(')-a(x)u(0) in (4.35), shows that (4.51) remains true by A3, (2.33), our 
choice of pi and (2.35).
Now substitution of (4.48), (4.50) and (4.51) in (4.49) yields the required esti­
mate.
Proof of (ii)
The proof of (ii) follows analogously to the proof of (i).
Proof of (iii)
For convenience set II«II=11 ^ '|| m p. Also set 7[1] = { i : 2<i<N ),
7[2]={*: N+l<i<n-i*  } and let 0<£<fi'. Under the conditions of (iii) we can 
apply Lemma 4.8 with t= (p '-£ )< p\  and our choice of p2 ensures that there 
exists an i*=(rN)a with
With this choice of /*, Theorem 4.6 ensures stability and then 4.1 shows that we 
need only bound (4.49) as for this choice of /*.
Now consider (JCff -  Kjl\n)u(x). Proposition 2.2 (with l - m - R ) and the 
Leibniz rule show that
p2+i p p 2
for which Ml holds and for which
(4.52)
|(KH -  K H n)u{x)| <
m
i e g [!|( x ) o / [ l ]  isQ(2l(x)ni[2]
Thus, when the first term on the right hand side of (4.53) can be
- 9 9 -
bounded by
u (4.54)
by (2.33), our choice of (2.35), (2.50) (with t-m)  and A2'. Now we can write 
the second term on the right hand side of (4.53) as




Then, by (2.34), our choice of p2, (2.35), Proposition 2.9 (with t=p.'-e<p'), A2' 
and (4.2), we can bound (4.55) by
C - 7 1 7 M I . (4.56)
M l
and so collecting these bounds together in (4.53) we obtain when 1 $Q (x)
l(V ? -  K l ln)u(x)\ < C - ^ - f l u l l  . (4.57)
Note that (4.24) holds. Thus, when le (2 l21(*)> (2.33), our choice of p lt (2.35) and 
A2' show that (4.57) remains true.
Now we deal with (AT/J,1 -  K ^ n)u{x). Observe that (4.40) holds, and so 
when 1 ^ (2[1] (jc), (4.27) (with l=m), the Leibniz rule and A3 show that
|(Kf2 -  K V n)u(x)\ < C E  + E






where (4.58) follows using the same arguments as in the proof of (4.57) except 
that where that argument uses A2', this argument uses A3. When 1g0 [1](jc), the 
additional term given by (4.35) must be bounded. However (4.36) holds. Thus, 
replacing a(x—)u(*) by a(x—)u{*)-a(x)u(Q>) in (4.35), shows that (4.58) remains 
true by A3, (2.33), our choice of p x and (2.35).
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Then substituting (4.52), (4.57) and (4.58) in (4.49) yields the required esti­
mate.
Proof of (iv)
The proof of (iv) follows analogously to the proof of (iii).
Proof of (v)
For convenience set Under the conditions of (v) we can
apply Lemma 4.8 with t=m+l<fi\ and our choice of p2 ensures that there exists 
an i*=(rN)a with
With this choice of /*, Theorem 4.6 ensures stability and then 4.1 shows that we 
need only bound (4.49) as «-><» for this choice of i*.
Consider (KjzJ -  K \2^ n)u{x) and observe that (4.22) holds. Then Proposition 
2.9 (with t=m+ !<//')» our choice of pi and p2, (2.35) and A2' show that when
Now note that (4.24) holds. Thus, when 1 g Q [2](x ), (2.33), our choice of p j ,  (2.35) 
and A2' show that (4.60) remains true.
Now we deal with
(see (4.26)). By arguments analogous to those used in the the proofs of (4.29) and 
(4.33) we have when 1 $Q [1](x),
p2+l p 'p2










Hence, substituting (4.62) and (4.63) in (4.61) shows that when l $ Q ll](x),
(4.36) holds. Thus, replacing a (x -m)u(•) by a(x - ')u ( ') -a (x )u (0) in (4.35), 
shows that (4.64) remains true by A3, (2.33), our choice of p x and (2.35).
Then substituting (4.59), (4.60) and (4.64) in (4.49) yields the required esti­
mate. □
Consider the case when /  = C = constant > 0 in (1.1) and recall the discussion 
following Theorem 3.5. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.6(ii), the solution 
U = u -  u{oo) of (3.45) (an equation of the form (1.1) for U) with F, in (3.45), 
given by (3.46), satisfies for all /eN, 0</?<l and some /F>0. Thus,
Theorem 4.9 holds for (3.45).
IIWS -  • (4.64)




P R A C T I C A L  A P P L I C A T I O N S
5.1 TEST EXAMPLE
We implemented the Nystrom-Product Integration method (see §1.4.2) on a 
particular test example for which the solution was known. We solved (1.1) with
*(*) =
l - £
£ i(W ) =
l - £ j ' e W v — d v ,  (5.1)•'0 n
where £e(0,l). This is the kernel which occurs in Example 1 §1.1. For this test, /  
was chosen so that u(x) = *(logx)e“*.
We first check the assumptions, Al, A2 and A3 of Chapter 3. Now it can be 
shown that
|K*P(<y) = £(<y) = (l-£)arctan(ty)/fi>,
and so we have |x-p(0) = £(0) = (1 -f), and thus Al follows. By [1, (5.1.24),
(5.1.26), (5.1.51)], A2 is satisfied for 0<p<l. Also by [1, (5.1.11)],
o° (_!)***
Ei(x) = -log* -  y -  X
k= 1 kk\
|arg x\<K, (5.2)
where y  is Euler’s constant. By choosing
a(je)= fc(jc) = -£,(1x1), c(x) = -£j(jc) -  logx, (5.3)
A3 is satisfied.
We take £ - \  and 8— 1 (where 8 is the minimum radius of the region in which 
product integration is performed (see §1.4.2)), and for* in this region we compute 
c ( |* |) by the approximation
c( |* |) = y  +  £  *
k=l kkl
(5.4)
with a maximum error of |*| 1 1 /( 1 1 )(1 1 )!
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The values of f i x ) for quadrature points x  are not known analytically, but are 
approximated by setting
f ( x )  = u(x) -  Ki+ ^u ix ) ,
for large /q (given below). We use the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), intro­
duced in §2.3.1 v/ith r -2  and various and q2. By Theorem 4.7, there exists a 
cut-off point xn_i+ which ensures stability. In this experiment we chose i* = \ and 
observed no instability.
If we let eN be max| w(^) -  un{jc ) | ,  taken over all quadrature points jc ,  then 
an estimate of the order of uniform convergence is given by 
EOC = \og{eNle2N)l\og2, (see discussion proceeding (2.5)).
Table 5.1 of § 5.1.1 gives results for the Trapezoidal rule
(m=2, £i=0, £ 2  = 1 , R-2)  with qy =2-q2 and /i!=284. Table 5.2 of § 5.1.1 gives 
the results for Simpson’s rule (m=3, £i=0, ^2 =i» ^3 -1» /?=4) with # i= 4 =<7 2  and 
«!=327.
Slightly increasing q2 accelerates the convergence of our numerical method. 
Table 5.3 of § 5.1.1 gives the results for the Trapezoidal rule with <7 i = 2  and 
<72=2.1. Table 5.4 of §5.1.1 gives the results for Simpson’s rule with <7 i = 4  and 
<72 =4 .1. The results indicate that, using the Trapezium rule we have
0 ( l / n z ) ,
and for Simpson’s rule we have
I|m-«„IL = 0(l/n4) .
These results are as predicted by Theorem 4.7.
Figure 1 is a graph of the true solution (dark line) and the Nystrom-Product 
Integration solution (dashed line), using Simpson’s rule with N= 8 , r= 2 and with 
<7 1 = 4 =<7 2. Figure 1 demonstrates the accuracy of our numerical method over a 
range of jc . Figure 2 shows the graph in Figure 1 restricted to [0,1]. As can be 
seen, our numerical method seems to be working extremely well, even near the
- 104-
origin where the solution is not smooth. Figure 3 shows the graph in Figure 1 res­
tricted to x>\.  Clearly our numerical method is modelling the decay of u(x) as 
r-)«> to a high degree of accuracy as well.
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5.1.1 NUMERICAL RESULTS











N n eN EOC
2 6 0 .8 3 x l0 '2
3.05
4 1 1 O.lOxlO" 2
3.32




32 82 0.73xl0 ~ 6
TABLE 5.2
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N n eN EOC
2 5 0.49xl0 - 1
1.37




16 36 0 .18xl0-2
2 . 0 0
32 71 0.45xl0 " 3
TABLE 5.3
N n eN EOC
2 6 0.70xl0-2
3.15
4 1 1 0.79xl0 ' 3
3.52
8 2 1 0.69xl0-4
3.68
16 42 0.54X10- 5
3.95
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5.2 THE TRANSPORT EQUATION FOR COHERENT SCATTERING
5.2.1 REFORMULATION
Recall the linear Transport Equation of Chapter 1, Example 1,
= -S(x)  , -1< //< 1 , x e R + , (5.5)
dx
where the source function S ( j c )  is given by
1 —£Six) = j ^ K x . r i d n  + eB(x) , (5.6)
where ee(0 ,l) , B e C  is the Planck function, and the boundary conditions are 
given by
/( 0 ,/z ) = 0  for / / < 0  
e~caI(x , j i )—>0 a sx —>oo, for all ji>0, a >0 .
We now reformulate (5.5) as an integral equation of the form (1.1) for S(x).
If we formally integrate (5.5) and build in the boundary conditions we obtain
/(x,/z) = - j*e~(t~x)/M — — dt, /z<0 (5.7a)
/ ( X . f i )  = ^ £ - d t ,  M > o. (5.7b)JX fl
Now note that
f 1 I i x i 7})dTj =  - f °  - ^ — d td r j  +  f 1 f ° ° g ~ 0 — A Q ^ -d td r j
J— 1 J - 1 JO 7j  J0 Jx  jj
=  _ r * f °  — S(t)dt + n le-<-‘-*V*^-S( t )d '
J0 j j  Jx ■'O TJ
= (*(l e <-‘- xV” ^ - S W d t  + P f V ('“*,/''-^2-S(r)A
JQ JO j j  Jx  J0 j j
=  J“ £ 1( |^ - f | ) S ( 0 *  . (5.8)
Hence, by substituting (5.8) into (5.6), we obtain
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S(x) -  j~K(x-t)S(t)dt  = eB(x) , 
an integral equation of the form (1 .1 ), with
x e R + , (5.9)
k ( x )  = 1-e £ i(W ) = 1 —e f 'e -W 'f' — dft . (5.10)jo n
Now recall that this is the same as the kernel (5.1) of the test example. Thus 
we have | k [ (0) = £(0) = (1-e). Hence Al, is satisfied for all ee(0 ,l), and so 
(5.9) has a unique solution SeC.
Thus by reversing the process used to obtain (5.7), I (x , i i ), given by (5.7), is 
well defined and gives a solution of the Transport Equation (5.5). We now show 
that it is the unique solution of (5.5). To this end, we define a class of functions, 
G, such that if I(x ,i i )eG  then
(i) /( 0 ,/z) = 0  for / / < 0
(ii) e -ax/(;t,/z ) — > 0  as x — for all n > 0  and a > 0
(iii) eC.
Now note that /(* ,//), given by (5.7), is in this class, since (i) is satisfied trivially 
from (5.7a), (ii) is satisfied from (5.7b) (using the fact that SeC), and (iii) is satis­
fied by observing that the right hand side of (5.8) is just (2/(1 -e))KS(x)  in (5.9), 
and then using the fact that K is a bounded operator from C  to C, (see e.g. [4] and 
[6]).
Now suppose there exists two solutions, , /2, of (5.5), in this class, then 
I :=Ii- I2 satisfies
l i ^ ~ ( x ,n )  -  I(x,fi )  = -  dx
1 —£ V)drj (:=-/*(*)), -1</z<1, x eR +
or
(5.11)
- I l l  -
Hence, by uniqueness of solution to ordinary differential equations [15], if we 
integrate (5.11) and build in the boundary conditions, which are given by (i) and
(ii) above, we obtain the exact solution
I(x,{i) = 1* dt , //<0 (5.12a)
I(x>fi) = ^ ^ - d t  , /z>0. (5.12b)
Jx n
Then, substituting (5.12) into the defining equation for h(x), and using the same 
techniques as in the derivation of (5.9), we obtain
h(x) -  j~ic(x-t)h(t)dt = 0  ,
where k  is given by (5.10). Since (5.9) has a unique solution, S(x), it follows that 
h(x)=0 and hence 1=0, which implies I\=l 2 - Thus, I(x,fii) given by (5.7) is the 
unique solution of (5.5) in the class G.
5.2.2 IMPLEMENTATION
As a practical illustration of our numerical method we consider (5.9) with e - \  
and B(x)= 1 (which is the case in certain isothermal atmospheres, see for example 
[8 ]). Then we have (1.1) with
k{x ) ^ \ E x{ |* |) , (5.13)
and
m  = i ,
with u(x)=S(x) the solution to be determined.
Now from the test example of §5.1, the kernel, k, given by (5.13) satisfies
the assumptions A l, A2 and A3 of Chapter 3.
Recall Remark 1 following the assumptions of Chapter 3 §3.1. Since
/(o°)=i, we have S(°°) = l/(2(l-£(0)) = 1=|= 0 (since |x*p (0) = (1 -f)  = 2 ). Rear­
ranging (5.9) gives
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£(*) -  J0°° K(x- t )S( t )d t  = F(x ), x e R +, (5.14)
where
5  = 5 - 5 (0 0 ) = 5 - 1 ,
and
Fix)  = f i x )  -  (l-Kl(x))f(oo)/(l-£(0))  = - J  + Kl(x).
Then we have
F(x) = -f°° K(t)dt + \~K(x-t)dt = -f°°x:(r)dr (5.15)
J - o o  JO  J x
= - J  / “ £,«)<* (= i£ 2«  ). (5.16)
where E2 is the second exponential integral (see Chapter 2, Example 5). We used 
NAG routine c05adf to show that the positive root (nearest to zero) of 1 -  | tc\\ip) 
is f i*  = 0.957504. Now by Theorem 3.6(i), 5eC^[e-/iX], for all
0</?<l, 0<p<p*, /eN.
We solve numerically (5.14), which in turn gives S(x)=Sf(x)+l for all xeR+.
We use the exponential mesh, (2.14) and (2.15), with r= 2, with various and q2,
and again we take i*=l. We use a(x), b(x), and c(x) as in (5.3). We take <5=1, 
and for x  in this region we compute c(|x |) by the approximation (5.4). To com­
pute F(x) at the quadrature points x , we use the identity
F(x) = \ E 2 (x )  = J \e~x-  ,
(see, [1, (5.1.26)]). Then for x=0, F(j:)=J. For jc>0, NAG routine S13aaf was 
used to compute Ei(x), and hence F(jc) is known for all JteR+. Alternatively, 
F(x)  may be computed by the method of Example 5 §2.4.1.
In our experiment, we solved (5.14) using the Trapezoidal rule and 
Simpson’s rule, and then computed the solution Sn(x) = S,j(;t)+1 to (5.9). For this 
particular problem it is known that 5(0) = 'le = 1 /V2  (see [17]). So as a measure 
of the error in our method we computed eN(0) = |S(0 ) -  Sn(0 ) |, where n+ 1 is the 
number of mesh points arising from discretisation parameter N  (see (2.14) and
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(2.15)). An approximation to the order of convergence at the origin is then given 
by EOC(0) = log(eN(0)1 (0))/log2. Table 5.5 of §5.2.3 gives results for the
Trapezoidal rule with qi=2=q2. Table 5.6 of §5.2.3 is for Simpson’s rule with 
ql = 4 =<72. The results indicate that for the Trapezoidal rule we have
|S(0)-S„(0)| = 0(1/k2) .
and for Simpson’s rule we have
|5(0)-Sn(0)| = 0 (1 /*4).
Of course, these results do not give any information about ||5 -5 n ||00, but they 
serve to indicate that the method is working as predicted by Theorem 4.7, at least 
at the origin.
Table 5.7 of §5.2.3 shows the values of Sn(x) for various n and x, obtained 
by Simpson’s rule as described above. The results indicate that refining the mesh 
yields excellent convergence throughout R+.
Figure 4 is a graph of S2\(x) (obtained by using Simpson’s rule as described 
above). Note how quickly the graph approaches 1. This is characteristic of the 
source function for coherent scattering.
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5.2.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS
N n eN(0) EOC(0)




8 18 0 . 1 2 x l 0 - 2
1.78
16 36 0.35xl0 " 3
1.85







N n e^(0) EOC(0)
2 6 0.14xl0"2
3.54
4 1 1 0 . 1 2 x l 0 " 3
3.77






X n =  1 1 n = 2 1 n = 41
ooIIs;
0.06
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5.3 THE TRANSPORT EQUATION FOR NON-COHERENT SCATTERING
5.3.1 REFORMULATION
Recall the linear Transport Equation for non-coherent scattering introduced in 
Chapter 1, Example 2,
-  (p{s)I{x^ts) -  - <p(s)S(x) , -1< //< 1 , x e R +, (5.17)dx
where s is a suitable measure of the frequency, the source function S(x) is given
Again, £e(0 ,l) and B(x) is the Planck function. The boundary conditions are
We now reformulate (5.17) as an integral equation of the form (1.1) for the 




and where (p is some positive profile (for examples see (1.7)) with
7(0,iL>s) = 0  for/z< 0  and for all s ,
(5.19)




J 1 1(xy7]y)d7j = -  f° rexp(-p(.s')(f-*)/77) S(t)dtdi7





+ \°° <p(s')(t-x)l 7 ] ) ^ - S{t)dt
Jx  JO 7 7
<p(s')S(t)dt
(5.21)
Hence by substituting (5.21) into (5.18) and changing the order of integration we 
obtain
S(X) -  j~K(x-t)S(t)  = eB(x) , x sR +, 
an integral equation of the form (1.1) for u(x)=S(x), where
1 — £
(5.22)
**(*) = f°° <p2(s)E1(\x\<p(s))dsJ —oo (5.23)
or
k ( x )  =  ( l - f O ^ d * ! ) ,
(see (1.6)).
For numerical illustration we will be interested in the case when Doppler 
broadening is dominant. In that case we have
1 9 
q>(s) = -7^exp(-5z). 
Vn
(5.24)
Note that the integrand in (5.23) decays exponentially at ©°.
Now below we show that when Doppler broadening is dominant, the kernel 
given by (5.23) satisfies Al, and so (5.22) has a unique solution SeC.  Then using 
the same arguments as in §5.2.1, /, given by (5.20) is the unique solution of (5.17) 
within the class of functions satisfying the boundary conditions (5.19), together 
with
J ^ /U ,n^)dn e C .
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5.3.2 IMPLEMENTATION
As a practical illustration of our method we consider (5.22) with k given by 
(5.23) and <p given by (5.24). Again we take e = \  and B(x) = 1. Then we have 
(1.1) with
k ( x )  =  ( | * | )
and
fix) = i >
with u(x) -  S(x) the solution to be determined.
We first check the assumptions Al, A2' and A3, of Chapter 3. Now it can 
be shown that
k M  = f(« )  = ^ = r j 0'l exp(-,y2) djj.ds2V^ r j -°oJo i+exp(2s 2 ) jzco2 i i 2 
Thus we have | #c|X0) = £(0) = £, and so Al follows. Now from [8], A2' is satis­
fied at least for /=0,1, with l<p '<2. Also, by [8] we have






where y  is Euler’s constant. Then by choosing
a(jc) = - —= ,  b(x) = - 2 ^ K l (k |) ,  c(x) = -2<2^{Ki(xJ) -  log* ,
(5.26)
A3 follows.
Now since /(«») = it follows that 5(°°) = l/(2( l-£ (0 )) = 1 ^ 0 .  Rear­
ranging (5.22) gives
S(x) -  rK (x - , )S U )d t  = F(x),  xeR+, (5.27)
where again
5 = 5 -  5(oo) = 5 - 1 ,
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and
F{x) = -  f~K(t)dt ,Jx
(see (5.15)). We solve numerically (5.27) which in turn gives 5 (jc)=5(j:)+ 1 for 
all xeR+.
Now we may compute p f in Lemma 3.1(h) numerically in order to determine 
information about S(x ) as jc—»°o. We have not done this but asymptotic analysis 
shows (see for example [8]) that with e - \  and B{jc)=1 we have
S ( x )  7 ------------- ---------------y  “  1 » as jc— .
[l + ( 4jcVlog(x/V r^) )-1J
Thus, in implementing our numerical method we assume that S e C lp[x~('l+Tl^ ] for 
all 0</?<l, /eN  and some 7/>0, and we grade the mesh accordingly.
We use the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), with r -2  and with various Pi 
and p2- We use a(x ), b{x) and c(x), as in (5.26). Again we take 8 = 1 and for x 
in this region we compute c(|x |) by using the approximation
c (M ) = + r  -  logV^ +4 kk\<k+ 2
(5.28)
for suitable I (see below), with a maximum error of
(5.29)(/+l)(/+l)lV/+3 '
To compute F(x)  for quadrature points x, we use an approximation which is 
defined using our underlying quadrature rule. If 0<x<l, we use
F(x) = (5.30)
where Pn is the interpolatory projection introduced in §1.4.1. Writing
jc(t) = fl(r)(log|r| + c(|r|)), and using the approximation (5.28) for c (|f |)  (with /
given below), the first integral in (5.30) is calculated analytically. If
Jtn_l+>*,•>*> 1, we use
F ( X )  = - j V > ( r ) A  - J*’-  PnK(t)dt,
where P lnK is the polynomial of order m which interpolates k at the points 
x+€j(xi~x), for y=l,...,m . (For more computational details see Chapter 2, Exam­
ple 8).
In order to evaluate K$ nS(x) for xeR+, a function routine DOPKER was 
written which approximates the integral defining K\(t) for f>0, using a high order 
Simpson’s rule, on the mesh (2.6), with n=512 and q - 4, (q.v. Example 5, § 
2.4.1). The results were compared to 5-figure tables of K\{t) given in [8], (see 
Table 5.8 of §5.3.3). Excellent agreement was obtained uniformly over a range of 
te R+.
The next step was to determine a "suitable" value of / for the approximation 
(5.28) above. An experiment was carried out in which (| ) (=2x(f)) was 
approximated using
2K(t) = 2a(r)(log(M + c(\t\)) , (5.31)
where a, b , c are given in (5.26), and c (|r |)  is approximated using (5.28) with 
/=5, 10, 15. Then for various values of r>0, these approximations were com­
pared with Ki(t) evaluated by DOPKER and the modulus of the error is given in 
Table 5.9 of §5.3.3. It was found that there was no advantage in taking /> 10, and 
so in our numerical method we compute an approximation to c (|f |)  using (5.28) 
with / = 10. Note that as t increases the error generally gets worse (see (5.29)).
Now consider the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), with r - 2, pi =2 =/?2 
and j*=1. Then even for small values of N, the mesh diameter will be large and 
this will cause considerable approximation problems. To see this, for N =8 the
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with n=(r+\)N=3N=24. Now recall t_i, / t-=(jct_ i ,*,), and so
from (5.32) we have
2^3 = 192, /*22=35.56, ^2 1 = 12-44, h20=5J6 .
Now from the definition of Q[11(x) (see §1.4.2), it is clear that 2^[1] (jc2 3 ) = [ - ^ 2 2  *^ 2 3 ]* 
and so evaluating K$tnSn(x23 ), say, will involve using the approximation (5.28) 
over a region of length >192. The error incurred in such an approximation could 
be extremely large (see (5.29)) and Table 5.9 of §5.3.3.
In Table 5.9, we see that the error in using the approximation (5.28) at jc=4 
with /=10, is 0.12xl0-5. In order to overcome the approximation problem 
detailed above, an experiment was carried out which solves (5.27) using the Tra­
pezoidal rule on a mesh consisting of the points defined in (5.32), and additional 
points which were added in each interval for which /it >4, in order to make the 
mesh diameter no greater than 4. Thus, 47 points were added in / 2 3 , 8  points 
were added in 3 points were added in / 2 1 and 1 point was added in / 2 o- Thus 
the total number of mesh points used was 83. We call this approximation to 5, 
S ^ \  We computed 5^f3*:= + 1, to obtain an approximation to S.
Now again for this problem it is known that 5(0)=VF=1/V2, (see [17]). We 
obtained
S$ 3 >(0 ) = 0.70355658 ,
and so we have
15(0) -  S$ 3 )(0)| = 0.0036 .
Thus, as can be seen by the above discussion, the problem of solving the 
integral equation reformulation of Transport Equation for non-coherent scattering is 
much more difficult than the corresponding problem for coherent scattering. How­
ever, we have proposed a method which yields satisfactory results.
As a second experiment, (5.27) was solved using the Trapezoidal rule and 
Simpson’s rule. We used the polynomial mesh, (2.33) and (2.34), with fixed N
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(see below), r= 2, and with i*=3, for various p\ and P2 , together with additional 
points as described below. This choice of i* will ensure that the mesh diameter is 
no greater than 4 for the particular value of N  that we choose. Thus the mesh 
points used consisted of the points
r Vi I






, i = l , . . . , 2 N - 3 ,
together with the points
x 3N -3+ i =  x 3 N -3 + i- l  +  4 ,  /= 1 , . . . ,&  ,
for various k. Now let
S t i \ 0 )  =  S j f \  0 )  +  1
denote the approximation to 5(0), where s is the total number of mesh points used.
Table 5.10 of §5.3.3 gives the results for the Trapezoidal rule, with 
N=4, Pi=2=p2- Table 5.11 of § 5.3.3 gives the results for Simpson’s rule, with 
N=2, P l=4=p2.
The results indicate that our numerical method may be used to solve the 
integral equation for non-coherent scattering. However, the results are not as satis­
factory as in the case for coherent scattering due to the unreasonably large size of 
the linear system needed to give results even for small values of the parameter N. 
Taking progressively larger values of k will enable us to determine an estimate of 
the rate of convergence at the origin. However, we present these results only for 
illustrative purposes.
Table 5.12 of §5.3.3 shows S ^ (x )  for various x , obtained by using 
Simpson’s rule with s=19, 34, 64. The results indicate that adding progressively 
more mesh points yields good convergence throughout R+.
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Figure 5 is a graph of 5^34^ (jc) (obtained by using Simpson’s rule as described 
above). Note that S^34^ (jc) approaches 1 much more slowly than in the exponential 
case (see Figure 4).
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5.3.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS
logio* *i(0* K x{t)
- 4 1.8861 -
- 3 1.4269 -
- 2 9 .6842X 10'1 -
- 1 5 .1 7 2 8 x l0 _1 -
0 1 .3 0 7 1 x l0 _1 -
1 2 .1 3 1 6 x l0 “3 -
2 1 .2 5 7 0 x l0 “5 -
3 9 .9 4 9 5 x l0 “8 —
4 8 .5 0 4 4 x l0 “ 10 8 .5043x10“ 10
5 7 .5518x10"12 -
6 6 .8 6 2 5 x l0 -14 6 .8624x10“ 14
7 6.3335X10"16 6 .3 3 3 4 x l0 “ 16
8 5 .9 1 0 8 x l0 -18 -
9 5.5631 xlO-20 5 .5 6 3 0 x l0 “20
10 5 .2 7 0 3 x l0 " 22 -
11 5 .0194x10“ 24 —
12 4.8014x10“ 25 4.8013X10-25
TABLE 5.8
Note Ki(t)* denotes the values of Ki(t) obtained using Simpson’s rule, 
denotes agreement with the corresponding figure in column 2.
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t 1=5 /= 10 /= 15
0.5 O .llxlO -7 o.i2xi(r9 0 .12xl0~9
1 0.70xl0-6 0.89xKT10 0.89xl0r l °
2 0.42xl0-4 0.68xl(T9 0.38xl0-11
3 0.45xl0"3 0.52xl(T7 0.18xl0~7
4 0.24xl0-2 0.12xl0-5 O.lOxKT5
5 0.87xl0"2 0.13xl0-4 0.25x10-“
6 0.25xl0_1 0.95xlCT4 0.35xl0"3
7 0.60X10"1 O.SOxlO-3 0.32xl0-2
8 0.13x10° o.2ixicr2 0.22X10"1
9 0.25x10° 0.75xl0-2 0.12x10°
10 0.44x10° 0.23xl0_1 0.60x10°
TABLE 5.9






k s |5(0) -  Sl*\0)|
15 19 0.942xl0“2
30 34 0.473xl0"2
60 64 0.21 lxlO-2
TABLE 5.11
X 52(34)U) S$*\x)
1.00 0.83542651 0.84156143 0.84356154
5.16 0.95641860 0.96002345 0.96124545
11.16 0.98211213 0.98676942 0.98763152
21.16 0.99135412 0.99556173 0.99611297
31.16 0.99456215 0.99817341 0.99849497
41.16 0.99873051 0.99939409 0.99960532
TABLE 5.12
S(x)
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5.4 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE REFRACTION
Recall that an integral equation of the form (1.1) arises in electromagnetic 
wave refraction (see Chapter 1, Example 3) with
*-(*) = -  r  cos(vl*l) dv , x>0, A<K1,~) , (5.33)
>rJ 0  n + v 2v
and
—  a~Xf (x )  = e (5.34)
We now provide some analysis for (1.1), with k given by (5.33) and /  given 
by (5.34).
We first check the assumptions Al, A2 and A3. We have
1




(see [26]). Thus it follows that
*•1X0) = n
and so Al is satisfied for all A with |A|<V2#~. Now in keeping with the notation 
in [1 ], we write
k ( x ) = — K q ( \ x \ )  ,K
where K0 is a modified Bessel function of integer order (see [1, (9.6.21)]). Then 
[1, (9.6.28), (9.7.2), (9.7.4) ] show that A2 is satisfied with 0<p< l. Also, note 
that
K0(x) = -{log(i*)+ y)I0(x)
+  - 4  +  ( 1 + i ) ^ f  +  ( i + i + i ) ^ f  +.. . .
( I ! ) 2  (2! ) 2  3 (3!)
n v  2x2 riv2\3
where
/ oW = 1 + +  + .
(5.35)
(i! r (2! y (3 !)- (5.36)
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Now A3 does not follow from (5.35) and (5.36), since 70  is an infinite series, and 
we provide no detailed analysis for this particular case. However the the regularity 
results of Chapter 3 and the convergence results of Chapter 4 hold for this exam­
ple, with A3 suitably modified, (see Remark 3 following the assumptions of 
Chapter 3).
By Theorem 3.5(i), the solution u of (1.1) in this example is in for
all l e N, 0</?<l and some /z>0. Thus in implementing the Nystrom-Product 
Integration for this particular example one would use the exponential mesh, (2.14) 
and (2.15). Polynomial approximations to K0 and / 0  are given in [1, (9.8.1), 
(9.8.4)], and it is these approximations that would be used in practice.
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In the subsequent analysis we will need the following important notational 
devices.
1. If J  is an interval of R+ and /gN0, then C l(J) will denote the space of func­
tions on R+ which have / continuous derivatives on J. Also, C°°{J) will denote 
the space of functions on R+ which are infinitely continuously differentiable on J.
2. For any /eN 0  and <5>0, <pl s will denote a generic C l[0,8] function. That is, in 
each case <pj s e C l[0,8] but q>ltS may be allowed to vary from instance to instance. 
3- { / i+ /2+...+/„} will denote a linear combination of the functions
and/«* The coefficients of the linear combination will be unknown, 
but their values will be immaterial to the argument.
4. D will denote differentiation.
The following lemma is required in the proof of Lemma 3.3 of Chapter 3. 
Recall the assumptions Al, A2, A2' and A3, of Chapter 3.
Lemma Al 
Part A
Suppose for all l,ke. N0  and S> 0, y/,:R+—»C satisfies 
Y l. yr g C ~(0 ,oo)
Y2. y/(x) = {[(logx)p+(logxy," 1 +...+logx][l+j:-i-...+x/]} + *e[0,<5],
for some p e  N
Y3. For all /ze[0,p), | eflxD k\y(x) | —» 0 as x —>°° (where p is given in assump­
tion A2 of Chapter 3).
Then, if k satisfies A l, A2, A3, we have for all l tke  N0  and S> 0,
(i) DK\j/ G C~(0,oo)
(ii) DKy/(x) = {[(logxy,+1 +(logxy7 +...+logx][H-j:+...-i-j:/]} + q>itS(x), a:g [0 ,5]
(iii) | e^xD kKy/(x) \ -> 0 as x-*°° for all pe[0 ,p).
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Part B
Suppose for all l,ke  N0  and S> 0, y/:R+ —>C satisfies Y1 and Y2 together with 
Y3'. | x MD kyr(x) | —> 0 as for all p 'e[0 ,p ')  (where p ' is given in
assumption A2' of Chapter 3).
Then, if k  satisfies Al, A2' and A3, we have for all l ,keN0  and S>0, (i) and 
(ii) above, together with
(iv) | x fi D kKy/(x) | —> 0 as x-^oo for all /z'e[0,p')- 
Proof
Let l ,ke N0  and let £>0. Before we give the proofs of (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), we 
need the following technical preliminaries. So let yr satisfy Yl, Y2, Y3 (respec­
tively Y3'), and let k  satisfy Al, A2  (respectively A20 and A3, unless otherwise 
stated. Then we write
Kyr(x) = j** (x - t)  y/(t)dt + f~tc(x-t) yr(t)dt
:= 7 [1V U ) + J [2]ys(x) . (a.l)
Observe that for all x >6 we have
D kJ ^ y / (x )  = J* |p**:j(;t-f) ys(t)dt , (a.2)
and so by A2 or A2', and Y2, D kJ^yr(x)  exists for all xe(S ,©o).
Also, we have
D J[2]y/(x) = j~Dx [at(jc—r)] y/(t)dt = - J ~ A  [*■(*-*)] Y(t)dt ,
where Dx and Dt denote differentiation with respect to x  and t respectively. Then 
integrating by parts we obtain
D Jm yr(x) = -[ic(x-t) y/(t)]g + j~K (x-t)  Dy/(t)dt
= k (x - 8 )  ys(8) + \~K(x-t) Dy/(t)dt .
This may be generalised (using a proof by induction) to show that for all keN0
D kJ [1]w(x) = Y dD mK(x-8)  (D k- l- my)(S) + f~*r(x -t)  D ky/(t)d t.
m= 0  S
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Now by Y1
(D m\j/){8) < °°, m=Ot. . . , k - l y
and hence we can write
D kJ m yr 0 0  = 2 D " r M ) l +  j°°K(x-t)Dky/(t)dt
m=0 J
: =  M i  ( J C )  +  M 2(x ).
Observe that by Al, Y1 and Y3 (or Y3'), M2{x) exists for all x g R + . 
Y2, it follows that
J*W\ < 0 0  »
and, by Y 1 and Y3( or Y3'), it follows that
J~|£>Vl < 00 » *eN0 .
Proof of (i)
In order to prove (i) we shall show
y [1V  e  C°°(S,°o)  
/ [2V  s  c ~ t o , 5 )
/ l 2 V  S  C~(S,2S)  
y [2V  e C~(2<5,~)
Then, since £ may be chosen arbitrarily, it will follow that
/ [ ‘V  eC ~(0,~) 
/ ' 2V  e C°°[0,~).
Hence, (a.l), (a. 10) and (a. 11) imply










(a. 1 0 ) 
(a.ll)
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DKlff G C ~(0 ,oo),
as required.
To prove (a.6 ), let xe(£,oo) and let y be close to x. Without loss of general­
ity assume N>x>e>S and N>y>e>St for some N , £gR+. Then, using (a.2), we 
have
| D kJ [l]y/(x) -  D kJ [l]yr(y) | =| \ * \ p kK^(x-t)y/(t)dt -  j '* \ p kK^(y-t)yf(t)dt |
< Jq5| r) -  (p*/e](y-r) | \y(t)\d t
< sup | -  \Dkjc\(y-t) \ \*W {t)\dt  .
re[0,<5] '  J  ^ J
Now note that for all rG[0,<5], N> x-t> e-S  and N>y-t>e-S , and D kK is uni­
formly continuous on [N,£-<5]. Hence, using (a.4), it follows that
| D kJ^yr(x)  -  D kJ ^ \y (y )  | —> 0  as y —>x> (a. 1 2 )
which shows that D kJ^yseC(S,°o) for all £gN0, and thus (a.6 ) follows.
Now considerD kJ ^ y / (x )  for *g[0,£), given by (a.3). By A3 we have
Ml e  C[0,<?) (a. 13)
since (£--je)>0. Also, by arguments analogous to those used in the proof of (a. 12), 
it follows that
M2 g C [0 ,J ). (a. 14)
Then (a.3), (a.13) and (a.14) show that D kJ ^ y / e  C[0>S) for all &gN0, which
proves (a.7).
We now consider D kJ ^ y / (x )  for xe(S t2S) given by (a.3). By A3 we have
Mx € C(S,2S) (a. 15)
since (x-S)> 0. Now write M2(x) as
M2(x)  =  [  j*+S + l “+g] * ( x - t )  D ky/(t)dt
:= M 3 (x ) + M 4 (x ) , (a. 16)
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and consider M4(x). We wish to show that
M4 g  0 ( 8 , 2 3 ) .  (a.17)
To prove (a.17), let x,ye(8,28), let y  be close to x , and without loss of generality 
assume y>x, 28>e>x>8, 28>e>y>8 for some egR+. Then we have
| M4(x) -  M4(y) | = | f~+sK(x-t)D ky(t)dt -  \~+ K (y-t)D k\i/(t)dt \
< ^ s \K(x-t) -  K(y-t)\ \Dkif(t)\dt + j***\ic(y-t)\ \Dky/(t)\dt
-  + \Dky(t)\dt + sup \Dky(t)\ f y \tc(y-t+8)\dt
J2 S  t e [ 2 5 , 3 8 ]  Jx
Now note that
f~|*r(*-r) -  K(y-t)\\D kY(t)\dt < sup | ic(x-t) -  fc(y-t)\ r \ D ky/(t)\dt
J2  5  te [2 d ,o o )  J 25
Observe that for all fG[2J,°<>), —N<x—t<—(28—e), - N < y-t< -(2S-e ) for some 
N e R+, and D kK is uniformly continuous on [-N,-(28-e)]. Hence, using (a.5), it 
follows that
J~l x (x - t)  -  K (y-t) \\Dky/(t)\dt -> 0 asy->* .
Also, by Y1 and Al, we have
sup |D V ( 0 | P | ic(y—t+8)\dt —> 0  as y —>x.
[2 5 ,3 8 ]  J x
Thus it follows that
| M4(x) -  M4(y) | -> 0 as y^>x ,
which proves (a.17).
Also, by making the substitution u=x-t  in A/ 3  (x) we obtain
M3 (*) = /****(“ ) \ p kv \(x -u )du  .
Then, by arguments analogous to those used in the proof of (a.17), we have
M3 g C(8,28). (a. 18)
Now, (a.3), (a.15), (a.16), (a.17) and (a.18) show that D kJ^y /eC (8 ,2 8 )  for all
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&eN0, which proves (a.8 ).
Now consider D kJ ^ y / (x )  for x e . { 2S %° ° )  given by (a.3). By A3 we have
My e C(2 <5 ,oo), (a. 19)
since Cx-5)>0.
Now write M2 (x) as
m ^ x )  = ( r  + c i + D k v w d t
:= M5(x ) + M6(x ) + Af7 (x) . (a.20)
Consider M5(x) and M1(x). By arguments analogous to those used in the proof of 
(a.17) we have
M5 g C(2S,°o) (a.21)
M7  e C(2(5,oo) . (a.2 2 )
Also, by making the substitution u - x - t  in M6(x) we obtain
M 6(x ) =  / * * • ( « ) D > (x-u)du  .
Then, by arguments analogous to those used in the proof of (a. 12), we have
M6(x ) e C(2S,o°). (a.23)
Thus, (a.3), (a. 19), (a.20), (a.21), (a.22) and (a.23) show that D kJ [1]yeC(2S,°°)
for all &eN0, which proves (a.9).
Proof of (ii)
By (a.l), (a.10) and (a. 11), the singularities in Ky/(x) as >0 must be contained 
completely in J^iff(x). Now by A3, for *e[0,J], we may write
/ [1V(*) = J05flU“0 [log(|:c—r|)-hc(|jc—r|)] y/(t)dt
= \*a(x-t)  log(|jc—r|) y/(t)dt + \*a(x-t)  c (\x - t\)  y/(t)dt
:=/i(jc) + I2{x) . (a.24)
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We may write 72 (jc) as
h W  = (jo + c^'x“ ^  Y(t)dt
:= / 3 (x) + / 4 (x) . (a.25)
So consider I3{x). We have
D /3U )  =  jjjcj(O) y/(x) +  J*  J p a c ] ( x - r )  yr{t)dt
D 2I3(x) = ^ c j(O ) Dy/(x) + jp ac j(O ) \y{x) + j *  (z)2< zcj(jt-f) y/(t)dt 
D l+1I3(x) =  £  ( p /-m a c j(0 )  D my/(x) +  J* [ p /+1a c j ( j t - r )  y/(t)dt
m=0
= |  ££> ">(■*) | +  Li(x), say . (a.26)
Now by arguments analogous to those used in the proof of (a.17), we have 
Li eC[0,£]. Then, by integrating (a.26) / times and using Y2, we obtain
DI3(x ) = {[(logxy*+(logx)p~1 + ...+logx][l +*+...+X7] } + <PitsW> *e[0,£] .
(a.27)
Similarly, we can show 
DI4(x ) = {[QogxY+(logx) p “ 1 + ...+logx][l+x+.. .+xl] ) + <PitS(x), *e[0,tf] .
(a.28)
Then (a.25), (a.27) and (a.28) show that
DI2(x ) = {[(logx)p+(logx)/?_1 +...+logx][l+j:+...+^/]) + <pltS(x), *e[ 0 ,£].
(a.29)
Now consider /j  (x) given in (a.24). Using Y2 with / replaced by /+1, we have 
/  i(Jt) = (x -  r )log( U~ r | ) {[(logx f + (logx 1 + ...+ logx ][l+x+...+xl+1]}dt
+ a(x-t)  log(|jc—r|) Vi+iwS(t)dt
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:= I5(x)  + I 6(x)  . (a.30)
We may write / 6 (x) as
h W  =  ( j ;  +  I* l o g ( |* - r | )  <pM 'S(t)dt
: =  / , ( * )  +  It (x) . (a.31)
Making the substitution u=x-t  in / 7 (jc) we obtain
h W  = logu <pl+ltS(x-u)du  .
Then we have
DIn(x) = a(x) logx {pi+us(Q) + J0V m ) loSM Dq>i+l%s{x-u)du  
D 2/ 7(x ) = D |a(x) logxj pz+1 >5 (0) + a(x) logx D(pl+l%s(0)
+ j*a(u) logu D 2<pl+l s(x-u)du
£>/+1/ 7(x) = ^ D m \a(x) logxj \ p l m <pi+ i t J
m=0
(0)
£ D m (a(x) logxj
m=0
j*a(u) logu D 1+1 <pl+l 5(x-u)du
► + L 2 (x), say. (a.32)
By arguments analogous to those used in the proof of (a.17) we have L2GC[0tS]. 
Hence, by integrating (a.32) / times and using A3, we obtain
D h W  = {[logx][l+x+...+x/]} + cpitS(x), xe[0,<5] . (a.33)
Similarly, by making the substitution u - t - x  in /g(x), we obtain
£>/8(x) = {[\og(S-x)][l+(S-x)+..MS-x)1]} + V M M ,  *e[0,<5]. (a.34)
Since J  was chosen arbitrarily, we have from (a.31), (a.33) and (a.34),
D I 6 ( x ) = {[logx][l+x+...+x/]} + <Pi ,s(x)> *e[0,£] . (a.35)
that
Now recall that a is assumed to be a polynomial of degree M, say, and note
h (x )  = £
m<M,r<lJ<p
where
I ^ rJ(x) = j* (x-t)m log(|jc—r|) t r (logtydt
= [ J* + J* ](*~0m log(|x-r|) t r (logry dt
:= I9(x) + / ioU) . (a.36)
Setting t=ux in I9(x) yields
I9(x) = xj* \xm ( 1  -u )m (logx + log(l-w)) ur x r (logw + logxyjdM 





m+r+1 (logx/ xe[0,<5]. (a.37)
Now consider /ioOO- Let 0<e<8 and let xe[e,S]. Then, expanding fr(logry in a 
Taylor series about <5, we have
I'dogty = j  j .
with uniform convergence for te[x,5] for e sufficiently close to 8, and thus we 
can integrate 71 0 (x) term by term to obtain
AoOO = < 2  ]6(t-x)m log(f-x) (8 -t)k dt
k=0
(a.38)
Setting (8-x)u= 8-t  in (a.38) yields




where ^/+it$eC / + 1  [£,£]. Now return to / 1 0 OO and let jce[0,£-e]. Then, for suf­
ficiently small r/>0 , we write 71 0 (x) as
hoW = [ j t<1+'')l + J*+I|)x }(x-t)m logU-x) tr (log/y dt
■= /li(jc) + I\i(x)  . (a.40)
By setting t-ux  in I\\(x) we obtain
h \ ( x ) = i  '£dx m+r+l<\o&(')k
k=o
► , ;te[0,<?-£], (a.41)
(see the derivation for the expression (a.37)). Now consider / 12(*). We have 
(x - t)m log(r-x) = ( - 1  )m(t-x )m log(r-x)
= ( - 1  )mtm ( 1  -x!t)m logt + ( - 1  )mtm ( 1  -x/t)m log(l-x/t)
m oo
=  \ o g t £ a kx kr k + { - l ) mt m ' £ b kx kr k ,
k= 0 *=0





+  ( - 1  )m E M *  j  t m+r~k (logry  d t  ( a 42)
k= 0
Now note that for all yeN, if k=m+r+ 1 then
j t m+r -k  Q0 g t y  d t  -  { ( l o g r y ^ 1 },
and if k^m+r+1 we have
j tm+r-k  (logty  d t  _  (r [ ( i o g r y + ( l og!y-1+ . . . + i ]) ,
and so from (a.42) we have
.m+r+lh i M  = i E * m+r 1 aogxy
k=0
>+<p1+i ,s(x )> xe[0,S-e], (a.43)
l * = 0
where <pt+\ts ^ C l+1[0,S-e] . Then (a.40), (a.41) and (a.43) show that
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7+1 . ,— -m+r+1 n ~ „ v \ kh o M  = 1 2> (logxr
k= 0
" + *e[0,<S-£] . (a.44)
Now since e and S were chosen arbitrarily, we have from (a. 39) and (a.44)
AoCO = {[Qogxy+1+(logxy+...+logx][x+x2+...+xl+1]} + <Pi+it5(x)y *e[0 ,£].
(a.45)
Recall that
h (x )  = X  ,
m<M,r<l , j<p
and so we have from (a.36), (a.37) and (a.45)
h M  = U(logx)p+1 +flogx)p+...+logx][*H^x2+...+*/+1]} + <Pi+itS(x), xe[0,S ] ,
(a.46)
and hence, from (a.30), (a.35) and differentiating (a.46), we obtain 
DIx(x) = {[Gogx)p+1 +Gogxy7+...+logx][l+x+...+j:/]) + Vijix),  *e[0,£] .
(a.47)
Then (a.24), (a.29), (a.47), (a.l), (a. 10) and (a. 11) show that 
DKy/(x) = {[(logx)p+1 +(logx)p+...+logx][l+*+...+.x/]} + q>it5(x), *e[0,<5] , 
which proves part (ii).
The last part of the proof of (ii) is based on the arguments of Richter [35].
Proof of (iii)
Now let the conditions of Part A hold. Let /ze[0,p). First note that A2 implies 
that for each /:eN0, there exists ^ > 0  such that
D kK{x) = 0 { e ~ ^ +£^ x) asjt—>oo f (a.48)
and Y3 implies that for each &eN0, there exists £2>0 such that
D ky/(x) = 0 ( e ~ ^ +£^ x ) as x —>°° . (a.49)
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From (a.l) it follows that
| e^xD kK\ff{x) | < | ef*xD kJ ^y /(x )  | + | eHXD kJ^y /{x )  | . (a.50)
So first consider D kJ ^ \ j / ( x \  given by (a.2), as x —>««. For all ?e[0,£], (Jt-f ) - * 0 0  
as x —>«», and so (a.48) and (a.4) show that for sufficiently large x,
I D * jW y(x)  I £  Igl  ( f l * * ] ( J T - / ) | k ( t ) l *  < c  e~(ll+e‘)(x- s) j ‘ \¥ (t)\dt
< C e~{M+c')x , (a.51)
and so from (a.51) it follows that
| eMXD kJ^yr(x) \ —» 0 a s r -> »  . (a.52)
Next consider D kJ ^ y / ( x ) t given by (a.3), as x —>«». From (a.48) it follows that
| e^M ^ix)  | —» 0 as x ->«» . (a.53N
Now write M2(x) as given in (a.20) and consider M5 (jc), M 6 (x ) and Mn{x)
separately.
For M5 (jc) we write
M 5 ( x )  =  \ x\ ( x - t ) D kV(t)dt +  l x~Sic(x-t)Dky(t)dt
:= Msl(x) + M 52(x ) , (a.54)
(since x/2 < (x - S ) as x-*°°). So consider M5l(x). For all re[£,Jt/2], ( x - t )—>«> as
jt—><», and so (a.48) and (a.5) show that for sufficiently large x ,
X
| M51(x)  I < \ f \ K { x - t ) \ \ D kV(t)\dt < C e  <fl+C')2 \ f \ D k¥ «)\dt
< C e “° '+£l)* , (a.55)
and hence from (a.55) it follows that
| e ^ M ^ x )  | —> 0 asr-><» . (a.56)
. . .
Now consider M52(x). (a.49) shows that for te[x/2,x-S], \Dk\y(t)\<Ce 
as and then A 1  shows for sufficiently large x,
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I M52(x) | & ^ \ K i . x - t ) \ \ D kV{t)\dt<. f ^ S\K(x-t)ldt
£  C e~(,t+ei)x . (a.57)
Thus from (a.57) it follows that
I eMXM52(x ) | —> 0 as x —>°° . (a.58)
From (a.54), (a.56) and (a.58) we have
| e ^ M 5(x) | -» 0 as;t-»°° . (a.59)
Also, if we make the substitution u=x-t in M6(x) we obtain
Me(x) = \ p kv\(x-u)du  .
Now for we[-£,<5], (jc-w)—>°° as *-»«>, and so (a.4y; and A1 show that for suffi­
ciently large x,
| M6(*) I < J ^ k (« ) l l  \ p ky/ (x-u)\du < C e~(M+£l)(x~s)l*s \ic(u)\du
£ C e~{^ Cl)x , (a.60)
and hence from (a.60) it follows that
| e^M ^ix)  | -> 0  as x->°° . (a.61)
Now consider Af7( x). For re[jc+<5,<*>), (a.49) shows that
\Dky/(t)\ < Qe~ ^ +£l^ x+s  ^ as x —>e°, and then A1 shows that for sufficiently large
| M1(x) | 2 \ ~ J K(x- t) \ \D kV(t)\dt < C e~<'l‘+eitx+s)\~+s\K(x-t)\dt
< C e- (f,+C2)x . (a.62)
Thus from (a.62) it follows that
| e^M-jix) | -» 0 as x->°° . (a.63)
Then from (a.20), (a.59), (a.61) and (a.63) we have
| e^M 2(x )  | —> 0 as x —>«» . (a.64)
Hence, from (a.50), (a.52), (a.3), (a.53) and (a.64), we have for all fceN0
| efiXD kKy/{x) \ —> 0 as *— 9
which proves part (iii).
Proof of (iv)
Now let the conditions of Part B hold. Let /z'e[0,p')- First note that A2' implies 
that for each IceN0, there exists such that
D kK{x) = 0 {x ~ ^  +fl)) asjt->«« , (a.65)
and Y3' implies that for each &eN0, there exists e2>0 such that
D ky/(x) = 0(x~^M +£2^ ) asx-»«> . (a.6 6 )
From (a.l) it follows that
| x ^ D kKy/{x) | < | x ^ D kJ ^y /(x )  | + | x** D kJ ^ y / (x )  \ . (a.67)
So first consider D kJ^yr(x),  given by (a.2), as x —»<*>. For all fe[0,£], ( x - t )— 
as * —»«>, and so (a.65) and (a.4) show that for sufficiently large x ,
| D kJ m y(x)  | < J^l f ) | | \p{t)\dt < C +Cl)\* \y (t) \d t
<. C x~(M'+c') , (a.6 8 )
and so from (a.6 8 ) it follows that
| x M'DkJ ^ y / (x )  | —> 0 a s* —><» . (a.69)
Now consider D kJ ^y /(x ) ,  given by (a.3), as * —>«>. From (a.65) it follows that
| x ^ M x{x) | -> 0 as*-»°° . (a.70)
Now write M2(x) as given in (a.20) and consider M5 (jc), M6(*) and A/7 (jc) 
separately.
For M5(x ) we write
M5(x ) = j*,2K (x-t)D kiff(t)dt + K(x-t)Dky{t)dt
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:= M 5l (x)  + M 52(x ) , (a.7'1)
(since x!2 < (x - S ) as x — ). So consider M5i(x). For all fe[5,jt/2], ( x - t ) —><» 
as »©®, and so (a.65) and (a.5) show that for sufficiently large xt
| M5 1 (jc) I <  \ f - \ K ( x - t ) \ \ D kV(t)\dt  <  C (xl2)-<y+e')\ f \ D kV(t) \dt
(a.72)
and hence from (a.72) it follows that
| x^M siix )  | -> 0 slsx- ^ oo . (a.73)
Now consider M52(x). (a. 6 6 ) shows that for te [x /2 tx -S ] ,
\D k\/(t)\<C(x/2)~^M +e^  as x — and then A1 shows that for sufficiently large x ,
| M52(x ) I <  J*‘ V ( * - ' ) | | O V ( 0 l < f c  ^  c  (x/2)-<J1'+^ j 2 S\ ^ x - t ) \ d t  
< C x ~(M'+£l) . (a.74)
Thus from (a.74) it follows that
I xM M52(x ) | -> 0 as x-*oo . (a.75)
Then from (a.71), (a.73) and (a.75) we have
| x M M 5 ( x )  | —> 0 a s x— . (a.76)
Also, if we make the substitution w=jt-r in M6 (jc) we obtain
M6(x) = J^k(m) (p V (x-u)du-s
Now for m g[-<5,J], ( x - u ) - > ° o as and so (a.6 6 ) and A1 show that for suffi­
ciently large x,
I Me(x) | < IfjkO O ll \p ky}^{x-u)\du <, C (x - S ) H>t +£z)j*f \K(u)\du
< C x~(l‘'+e2) , (a.77)
and hence from (a.77) it follows that
| x m M 6 ( x )  | -» 0 as*-*©® . (a.78)
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Now consider M7 (jt). For re[jt+5,<*>), (a.6 6 ) shows that
\Dky/(t)\ < C(x+S)~^M + £ as and then A1 shows that for sufficiently large
| Mn(x) | < Q s \ic(x-t)\\Dk\fr(t)\dt < C ( x + S f ^  +£2>Jx~ 5 k ( * “ ' ) l *
< C X~(f‘'+Cl) . (a.79)
Thus from (a.79) it follows that
| x^M'jix) | —> 0  a s *— . (a.80)
Then from (a.20), (a.76), (a.78) and (a.80) we have
| x ^ M 2 ( x ) I —> 0  as x —>«> . (a.81)
Hence, (a.67), va.d9), (a.3), (a.70) and (a.81) show that for all £eN 0
| xM‘D kKyr(x) | -> 0 as*-»oo ,




For any function v and any rjeR let \ v ( * )  = v ( ' + tj) -  v(*). 
Suppose (1.11) holds, then for all 0<fi<l,
II Af/ l^l i .[—r.rlsu p ---------- -
w  | T]\P
< C. (b.l)
This estimate may be obtained by direct calculation using, e.g., the methods of 
[21]. We need the following lemma in the proof of Theorems 4.7 and 4.9(v). Its 
proof is a simple modification of an argument first given in [10]. It is similar to a 
result used in [10] and [37] to analyse product integration for equations on finite 
intervals.
Lemma B1
Let y/x be given by (4.25), where b in (4.25) is given by (1.11). Then we have
(i) sup Wx(t)\ < C|log/z, |,
tel
and
(ii) For all 0</?<l,
E  hr» H b ( x - )  -  r x(-))iI i S C .
i € Q [1](x)
In each case C is independent of n,i and x.
Proof
By (1.11), if teli then
\yrx(t)\ < h f 1 J7_ |lo g ( |* -5 |) |d£ + C, 
and (i) follows by straightforward calculus. For (ii), we note that
J ' b{x-t-rj)drj -  hib(x-t) = J * (A,,&(*-• ))(f)< & 7
J X i - i ~ t  J X ,- i - t  '
which yields
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y/x(t) -  b (x-t)  = 7 - f ' . (Anb(x--))(t)dT].
f t ;  J x i - 1 “ *
Hence
1 r &-*f \ b ( x - t )  -  Vx( t ) \ d t < ± -  f, f ' \(Avb(x-)) ( t ) \dT ,d t
* i  f l ;  M  x i- 1 *
^  / * '  [ l | A , f t ( j c — ) , l l i  +  | | A _ , 6 ( jc— ) , | | i ] d J 7
^  2 , s u p  II A , 6 ( j c - - ) i l l  1 ,  
Wl
where the penultimate inequality follows from Fubini’s theorem. Hence we have
X  hr0\\(b(x—)—v^)/|| x 2  2 X  Af ^ s u p  |A ,A ( x - ) , | i
»'ej2lll(*) i e Q [l](x) I7?!-"*
_  _  i v c * - ) , l ,
< 2  V  sup ------ 1------------
ie<2l"(x) I ^
< 2  sup y  — -—  ------------
\l\-ro ieQWfx) \i]\p
s  2  sup s  c  f 
hl^ro | tj\P
from (4.2), (4.3) and (b.l). □
